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{ 18 } When The Rebbe Gave Us 
Homework…

Rabbi Yisroel Noach Vogel of Postville, Iowa 
was a bachur in 770 in the year 5744 
(1983−84). In these memoirs he recalls the 
time when the Rebbe was disappointed with 
the lack of a Friday night farbrengen; the 
questions in Rashi that no one tried to 
answer and why the Rebbe “threatened” to 
stop farbrenging on Shabbos.

{ 8 } Maamad: Being At The Rebbe’s 
Right Hand

“Maamad” is the name of the financial 
support Chassidim historically gave the 
Rebbeim and their activities. 

{ 28 } How Little Sholom’ke Began 
To Speak

Young Sholom’ke was developing well in all 
areas but one: He was suffering from 
Ankyloglossia. When he was five years old, 
his parents decided to take him to see the 
Rebbe…
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Besuras HaGeulah
The Rebbe on the imminence of the Redemption

770: A Number Bursting With Meaning  
ע. חלקים מקונטרס "בענין מקדש מעט זה בית רבינו שבבבל" (7)

70. Chehshvan 5752 – November 1991 (7)
In this seventh installment of Kuntres Beis Rabbeinu sheb’Bavel, the Rebbe fi nds further 

meaning in the details of this generation’s Beis Rabbeinu such as its house number — 770.

“Th e number 770 represents the number 7 in its most complete form—as each of 
its digits is comprised of 10 (a complete number), for a total of 70; moreover, as each 
of its digits is comprised of 100 (ten times ten), for a total of 700; fi nally, as the two 
fi gures (70 and 700) are combined into one—770. 

Th e signifi cance of this is as follows: 
“7” is connected with the natural existence of the world, which was created in seven

days and it is connected with the world’s refi nement at the hands of the Jewish peo-
ple who are divisible into seven categories, represented by the seven branches of the 
Menorah. In its most complete form, then, the number “7” represents the thorough 
completion of the Jewish people’s mission of refi ning the world via the Divine service 
they carry out throughout the duration of exile, aft er which they are redeemed from 
exile and return to the land of Israel.”

...“7” in its most complete form (“770”) al-
ludes also to the totality of the Previous Rebbe’s 
Divine service throughout the course of his 
lifetime, which spanned 7 decades, for a total 
of 70 years (5640-5710/1880-1950), 

. . . ַּבְּׁשֵלמּות ְדִמְסָּפר ֶׁשַבע (ְׁשַבע ֵמאֹות ְוִׁשְבִעים) 
ִנְרֶמֶזת ַּגם ְׁשֵלמּות ֲעבֹוָדתֹו ֶׁשל ַרֵּבנּו ְּבֶמֶׁש ָּכל ְיֵמי 
ַחָּייו, ֶׁשַבע ֲעִׂשיִרּיֹות ָׁשִנים, ִׁשְבִעים ָׁשָנה (תר“ם – 

תש“י),

reaching its climax in the 7th decade, when 
he relocated to the Lower Hemisphere (at the 
home with the address number “770”). 

ַהְּׁשִביִעי ֶּבָעׂשֹור  ֲעבֹוָדתֹו  ּוְׁשֵלמּות  ִלְגַמר  ְוַעד 
ֵמאֹות  ְׁשַבע  ֶׁשִּמְסָּפרֹו  (ֵמַהַּבִית  ַהַּתְחּתֹון  ַּכּדּור  ַּבֲחִצי 

ְוִׁשְבִעים), 

This number also alludes to the continuation 
of the Rebbe’s Divine service in the succeed-
ing years, at the hands of the 7th generation 
of Chabad Chassidus, of which is said “All the 
sevenths are cherished”.

ַעל- ֶׁשְּלַאֲחֵרי-ֶזה  ַּבָּׁשִנים  ָהֲעבֹוָדה   ֶהְמֵׁש ַּגם  ּכֹוֵלל 
ְיֵדי ּדֹור ַהְּׁשִביִעי, ”ָּכל ַהְּׁשִביִעין ֲחִביִבין“26
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— This, of course, is a reference to the Rebbe’s own assuming leadership in 5710-11, becoming the seventh 
Chabad Rebbe. His declared mission was modeled after Moshe Rabbeinu who was the seventh in his line who 
thereby was the one that completed the reintroducing of the Shechina to the world — a process that began by 
Avraham Avinu seven generations prior.. —

— Through these efforts were thoroughly 
completed the requisite Divine service to be 
carried out by the Jewish people throughout 
the duration of exile and in the seven lands of 
the world. 

– ֶׁשַעל-ְיֵדי-ֶזה ַנֲעֵׂשית ַהְּׁשֵלמּות ְדַמֲעֵׂשינּו ַוֲעבֹוָדֵתנּו 
ָּכל ְזַמן ֶמֶׁש ַהָּגלּות ְּבָכל ִׁשְבַעת ָהֲאָרצֹות ֶׁשָּבעֹוָלם, 

— The verse quoted above describing the ingathering of the exiles, lists seven lands, the final one 
being “the isles of the sea” which represents the Lower Hemisphere. —

As a result of completing the Divine mission 
in exile, “The L-rd will once again (yosif) show 
the might of His hand…and He will gather the 
dispersed of Israel” immediately, through “You 
have surely burst forth (paratzta)” (numerical-
ly equivalent to “770”), “The one who breaks 
forth (ha’poretz) will go before them.”

ְוֵתֶכף ּוִמָּיד ”יֹוִסיף ֲאדָֹנ-י ֵׁשִנית ָידֹו גֹו‘ ְוָאַסף ִנְּדֵחי 
ִיְׂשָרֵאל גֹו‘“, ַעל-ְיֵדי-ֶזה ֶׁש“ָּפַרְצָּת (ְּבִגיַמְטִרָּיא ְׁשַבע 
ֵמאֹות ְוִׁשְבִעים) ָעֶלי ָּפֶרץ“, ”ָעָלה ַהּפֹוֵרץ ִלְפֵניֶהם“.

The Rebbe concludes with a call to action related to the building campaign to expand 770:

In recent times, all of the above has gained 
additional emphasis:

ּוְבָכל ֶזה ִנְתַוֵּסף ַהְדָּגָׁשה ְיֵתָרה ַּבְּתקּוָפה ָהַאֲחרֹוָנה:

The work of disseminating Torah, Judaism 
and Chassidus has continued—with greater 
vigor and force—for more than forty years now 
that have elapsed since the (last ten years of the) 
Rebbe’s physical life in this world, (5710-5750/ 
1950-1990),

ְוַהַּמְעָינֹות  ְוַהַּיֲהדּות  ַהּתֹוָרה  ַדֲהָפַצת  ָהֲעבֹוָדה 
חּוָצה ִמ"ֵּבית ַרֵּבנּו" ("770") הֹוֶלֶכת ְוִנְמֶׁשֶכת ּוְבֶיֶתר 
ְׂשֵאת ּוְבֶיֶתר עֹז ַּגם ְלַאֲחֵרי (ֶעֶׂשר ָׁשִנים ָהַאֲחרֹונֹות ְּב)
ַחִּיים ִחּיּותֹו ְּבָעְלָמא ֵדין, יֹוֵתר ֵמַאְרָּבִעים ָׁשָנה (תש"י 

– תש"נ),

with this milestone of 40 being significant since 
we’re now at the stage where “G-d has given 
you a heart to know and eyes to see and ears to 
hear” — and fully appreciate these achievements.

ְּבֹאֶפן ְד"ָנַתן ה' ָלֶכם ֵלב ָלַדַעת ְוֵעיַנִים ִלְראֹות ְוָאְזַנִים 
ִלְׁשֹמַע"27, 

Thus, for more than a jubilee (5700-5750), 
which in biblical terminology has the status of 
eternity, Beis Rabbeinu has been a central hub 
of Judaism, a “talpiyot — the hill toward which 
all mouths turn,”  

ִּבְבִחיַנת  הּוא   ("770") ַרֵּבנּו"  ֶׁש"ֵּבית  ְוִנְמָצא, 
"ַּתְלִּפּיֹות", "ֵּתל ֶׁשָּכל ִּפּיֹות ּפֹוִנים ּבֹו"28, יֹוֵתר ִמּיֹוֵבל 

ָׁשִנים (ת"ש – תש"נ), "ַעד עֹוָלם"29.

as can be observed quite literally by the growing 
numbers of Jews who come to Beis Rabbeinu, 
fulfilling the spirit of the verse “A multitude of 
people is a king’s glory”, 

 ְוִעְנָין ֶזה ֻמְדָּגׁש עֹוד יֹוֵתר ְּכֶׁשרֹוִאים ְּבמּוָחׁש ֶׁשהֹוֵל
ִיְׂשָרֵאל  ְּבֵני  ְּבִמְסַּפר  עֹז  ּוְבֶיֶתר  ְׂשֵאת  ְּבֶיֶתר  ְוִנְתַוֵּסף 

30"ֶׁשָּבִאים ְל"ֵבית ַרֵּבנּו", "ְּברֹב ָעם ַהְדַרת ֶמֶל

which in addition to referring to the great glory 
of Hashem, also relates to the glorification of 
the sages, who are called “kings” —especially 
the Nasi (“King”) of the Generation). 

 (ֶמֶל) ּכֹוֵלל ַּגם "ָמאן ַמְלֵכי ַרָּבָנן"31 ּוִבְפָרט ְנִׂשיא)
ַהּדֹור),



Chabad Has No Business In Theater! 
In this letter, Rabbi Hillel Dovid Krinsky wrote to the Rebbe of plans to arrange a gala event 

(including a concert and cocktails) to benefit the televised broadcasts of the Rebbe’s farbrengens. 
The event was slated to take place on the Monday before Yud Aleph Nissan 5743 at the Manhattan 
“Public Theater” which was being sponsored free of charge by its director Mr. Joseph Papp, 

a friend of Lubavitch 
who also undertook 
to produce the event 
and help as much as 
he can. 

He concluded his 
letter asking, “Shall 
we do as described 
above?”

The Rebbe re-
sponded by inserting his answer into the words of the question, making it read thus:

ב[אם] רוצה [לעשות כנ“ל] בקשר לי“א ניסן – לא, כי כפשוט – אין לחב“ד עסק בטיאטר וכן לא 
בפרסומת אנשים מי שיהי‘ כ“א בהפצת היהדות והתומו“צ

“If you wish to do so in conjunction with Yud Aleph Nissan — then the answer is no. 
Because obviously Chabad has no business with theater, nor in publicity of any person, 
no matter who.

Chabad’s only occupation is spreading Yiddishkeit and Torah and mitzvos.

On the back of the letter the Rebbe indicated 

מהיר  and ח — Urgent and confidential ■



Wednesday

י“ב ניסן 04/13
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:339:386:20

ג' פרקים  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  הלכות טוען ונטען פרקים א-ג

פרק אחד  .  .  .  .  .  .   הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ז
ספר המצוות.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  מ״ע רמו

Friday

י“ד ניסן 04/15
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:359:366:17

ג' פרקים  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  הלכות טוען ונטען פרקים ז-ט

פרק אחד  .  .  .  .  .  .  הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ט
ספר המצוות.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  מ״ע רמו

Thursday

י“ג ניסן 04/14
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:349:376:18

הלכות טוען ונטען פרקים ד-ו ג' פרקים .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

פרק אחד .  .  .  .  .   הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ח
מ״ע רמו ספר המצוות.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Tuesday

י“א ניסן 04/12
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:329:396:21

ג' פרקים  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .הלכות מלווה ולווה פרקים כה-כז

פרק אחד .  .  .  .  .  . הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ו
מ״ע קצח ספר המצוות .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

Monday

י‘ ניסן 04/11
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:309:406:23

ג' פרקים .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  הלכות מלוה ולווה פרקים כב-כד

פרק ה פרק אחד  .  .  .  .  .  .   הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב
ספר המצוות   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .מל״ת רלז

Sunday

ט‘ ניסן 04/10
SunsetLatest shemaSunrise

7:299:416:24

פרקים יט-כא הלכות מלוה ולווה ג' פרקים  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

פרק אחד  .  .  .  .  .  .   הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ד

ספר המצוות   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .מל״ת רלו

shabbos

ח‘ ניסן 04/09
Shabbos endsSunsetMiddayLatest shemaSunriseCandle lighting

8:117:2812:579:426:267:09

הלכות מטמאי משכב ומושב פרק ג ג' פרקים: הלכות מלוה ולווה פרקים טז-יח פרק אחד:
ספר המצוות: מל״ת רלה

The times on this page are for Brooklyn, NY
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Avrohom Rainitz  •

accepted tradition that the 
bond between Chassid and 
Rebbe is like the bond between 
husband and wife which can 
be executed in three ways: 

kessef - money – providing maamad (financial 
support); shtar – learning his teachings and 
fulfilling the Rebbe’s instructions as well as 
writing a pidyon nefesh; bi’ah – going to the 
Rebbe.

For some reason, in recent years, there 
has been a weakening in the first method 
mentioned. Many Chassidim, especially among 
the young generation, talmidei ha’tmimim, are 
not aware of hiskashrus through providing 
money to the Rebbe. Similarly, many people 
are unaware of the Rebbe’s takana about Keren 
Ha’shana and, sad to say, there are Chassidim 
today who never have taken the step of 
hiskashrus to the Rebbe by giving him money.

When I spoke about this with Rabbi Leibel 
Groner a’h, he surprised me with an interesting 
fact that the “achyos ha’tmimim” (i.e. women 
and girls) are more familiar with this. From 
Rosh Hashana until after Simchas Torah, 
many girls would go to his office and give him 
money for Keren Ha’shana. Apparently, their 
mashpios spoke to them about it. Also, every 
erev Rosh Chodesh they came from Yeshivas 
Hadar Hatorah, for baalei teshuva, and brought 
maamad money. But for some reason, the 
tmimim and Anash, who you would think 
would lead the way, are lacking in this area.

R’ Groner told me sadly that this needs fix-
ing and mashpiim in  yeshivos need to direct 
their attention to the fact that the younger gen-
eration doesn’t know enough about the pos-
sibility of connecting to the Rebbe by giving 
maamad money. The Rebbe Rayatz referred to 

this as “yesod ha’hiskashrus” (the foundation 
of hiskashrus), as he wrote in a letter in 5688:

“In truth, the inner aspect in this is the 
foundation of hiskashrus of Anash, which is 
why each of the mekusharim needs to know 
his obligation to pay the monthly maamad.”

MONEY FOR PIDYONEI NEFESH; MAAMAD; 
KEREN HA’SHANA; MAGBIS

In ads placed by Kupas Rabeinu before 
Yomim Tovim, the directors of the fund urge 
Anash and tmimim to make a contribution 
to Kupas Rabeinu and add that everyone can 
also send money for pidyonei nefesh, maamad, 
Keren Ha’shana, magbiyos (lit. appeals, i.e the 
yearly appeals that the Rebbe would make on 
different special days), etc.

Let’s see what the differences are between 
these options:

The custom to include money with a pidyon 
nefesh is an ancient one from the time of 
Moshe Rabbeinu. When they asked for Moshe 
or Aharon’s blessing, they would give a sum 
of money as “kofer nefesh” (atonement for the 
soul). The source for the custom is the Ramban 
on Torah who writes regarding the counting 
of the Jewish people by Moshe and Aharon 
by way of giving half-shekels, “For one who 
comes before the father of the prophets and 
his holy brother, and he becomes known to 
them by name, this would be for him a source 
of merit and life, because he enters into the 
conceptual notion of nation and is inscribed 
among the Bnei Yisrael and the merit of the 
multitude in their number. And so for each of 
them it was a merit to be counted in number 
before Moshe and Aharon, so that they may 
place their gaze upon them for the good, ask for 
mercy on their behalf, may G-d the G-d of your 
fathers increase your number a thousand times 

The elder 
Chassidim 

had an
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more and not diminish your numbers and the 
shekalim are an atonement for your souls.”

This custom was established and took on 
greater import with the start of the Chassidic 
movement as Chassidim submitted pidyonei 
nefesh to their Rebbes and appended money. 
It should be noted that R’ Groner recounted, “I 
heard from the Rebbe a number of times that 
when it is not possible to give money for the p’n 
to the Rebbe, the money can be given to one of 
the Rebbe’s institutions and this is considered 
like the Rebbe receiving the money.”

The custom of maamad was established 
by the Alter Rebbe back in the time of Rabbi 
Menachem Mendel of Vitebsk when the latter 
traveled to Eretz Yisrael with a large group in 
5537 and encountered financial difficulties. 
The Alter Rebbe, who had begun his leadership 
of Chassidim throughout Russia, mobilized 
quickly to their aid and this is how maamad 
began. It generally means giving money to the 
Rebbe to maintain his family and household.

Together with two other great disciples of 
the Maggid, the maamad fund began to oper-
ate. These three tzaddikim enacted that every 
house have a box (pushka) and every family 
had to make regular donations. At first, the 
enactment was to set aside maamad before 
every holiday but then it was established that 
maamad money be set aside in the box every 
week.

Since then, Chassidim continued giving 
maamad for the Rebbe, the Nasi of that 
generation. As the Mittler Rebbe wrote to 
the Chassidim, “For every man to send his 
maamad money… and I am confident in the 
true power of hiskashrus.”

The Tzemach Tzedek encouraged the 
Chassidim to continue following the enactment 
of the Mittler Rebbe, “And the main thing is 
to put up closed pushkas and to gather a bit 
every week, at least once a month, and what is 
missing according to the enactment should be 

filled by each person each month, so that it will 
not be difficult for them at the end of the year.”

The Rebbe Maharash, despite conducting 
himself in a manner of extreme wealth, once 
said that maamad is “more precious than all 
that is precious.” Another time, he said that 
although he earned several thousand a year on 
the stock market, “the pleasure of bread from 
heaven is from maamad money.”

The Rebbe explains maamad in a letter 
(Igros Kodesh, volume 2, letter 309) in a simple 
yet amazing way so that it can be explained to 
Jews who are not Chabad Chassidim:

“There needs to be the explanation, being 
that not everybody has the wherewithal to take 
part in the holy work of the Rebbe [Rayatz], 
which is actually the obligation of every Jew; 
by giving maamad: 1- they remove this preoc-
cupation (the preoccupation of financial ex-
penses) from him so that it not be a distraction 
to divert him from his avoda, 2 – primarily, 
through this one takes part in his holy work, 
and from this aspect the giving needs to be 
in a different way and of a different quantity.”

Indeed, over the years, the Rebbe distributed 
part of the maamad money to the activities of 
his institutions. Following that, we continue 
giving the money from maamad to the Rebbe’s 
institutions.

When Chassidim continue to give maamad, 
even after Gimmel Tammuz, although we don’t 
see the Rebbe, this expresses the force of our 
hiskashrus to him, without changes! As the 
Rebbe noted in the letter referred to above, 
thereby we merit to take part in the Rebbe’s 
holy work.

The custom of holding a magbis (appeal) be-
gan in the time of the Rebbe Rashab. On Purim 
they would make an appeal for a specific fund, 
Kupas Rabbeinu, which was for specific things. 
Over the years, the Rebbe added additional 
appeals on various special days in the calen-
dar such as an appeal for the Reshet Oholei 
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Yosef Yitzchok at the 12 Tammuz farbrengen; 
an appeal for Keren Torah on 10 Shevat. Over 
the years, many more appeals were added so 
that in recent years, the Rebbe made an appeal 
on every special calendar day with a total of 
twenty-six appeals every year.

Keren Ha’shana is the only one of the four 
that was started by the Rebbe which makes it 
particularly cherished. To Chassidim there is 
a special fondness for what our own Rebbe 
founded and revealed.

The first time the Rebbe spoke about Keren 
Ha’shana was on Shabbos Bereishis 5714. The 
Rebbe explained that in order to perpetuate 
the hamshachos of the month of Tishrei over 
the rest of the days of the year, we need to give 
tzedaka every day. Since we do not always 
remember to give tzedaka daily, the Rebbe 
founded Keren Ha’shana toward which you 
donate in amounts corresponding to the 
number of days of the year, and the Rebbe 
distributes tzedaka every day from this fund 
as a merit for all the donors.

As the Rebbe put it, “Since this year is a 
leap year and it has 383 days, I suggest that 
everyone give this amount to tzedaka with 
half a cent, a cent, a nickle, a dime, a dollar, a 
hundred dollars, eighteen-hundred dollars (of 
course, every country using the currency of 
that country). This will be the channel for the 
positive hamshachos materially and spiritually 
throughout the year. Those who want to rely on 
me can give this tzedaka for me to do with as 
I see fit, to the fund that I have and from this 
general fund money will be disbursed every 
day and ultimately, every donation will reach 
its rightful place.” The Rebbe stressed that when 
giving to this fund, one could also make up 
tzedaka giving for the past.

The Kupas Keren Ha’shana was founded 
from 5714 and by the Rebbe’s instruction R’ 
Chodakov issued a check from the fund twice 
a day to tzedaka, before shacharis and before 
mincha, on behalf of all the donors. On Friday, 

the sum of the check was doubled to be for 
Shabbos too.

Today too, in accordance with instructions 
received from the Rebbe, the directors of Kupas 
Rabbeinu write two checks a day for tzedaka 
purposes in accordance with the will of the 
Rebbe, and being that this fund is under his 
direct leadership they try to act in alignment 
with his views.

THE REBBE URGES CHASSIDIM TO GIVE 
MAAMAD

Once the Rebbe accepted the nesius, he 
hardly ever urged people, in sichos and letters, 
to give maamad, but the Rebbe Rayatz did so. 
After he came to America, the Rebbe (Ramash) 
was appointed to be in charge of maamad.

They say that when the Rebbe farbrenged 
with Anash in Paris in 5707, he spoke a lot 
about maamad, as he wrote to R’ Nissan 
Nemenov:

“I said here in a farbrengen with Anash 
and the tmimim that hiskashrus needs to 
be through every possible faculty. First and 
foremost, by Chabad Chassidim, as the name 
implies, they need to connect with Chabad, 
that is, learning maamarim of the Nasi, since 
the intent of the one saying the maamarim is 
the drawing down of chochma-bina-daas into 
the middos and changing the middos thereby, 
which forces the hiskashrus by going in his 
ways and according to his instructions in the 
areas of middos, thought-speech-action.

“But all this only affects a specific faculty or 
faculties, or in any event the revealed faculties. 
And therefore, since there is still doubt as to 
which path he is being led on (i.e. as far as his 
core essence), this inserts doubt as to where 
he is connected in his innermost being and 
essence.

“The counsel for this is only through the 
matter of maamad (in this and other letters 
the Rebbe used the underground code term 
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used in Soviet Rus-
sia of ‘nifneh,’ which 
transposed Hebrew 
words through the let-
ters that followed in the 
Hebrew alphabet) as it 
is explained in Tanya, 
chapters 34, 37, Igeres 
HaKodesh, chapter 4 
and elsewhere.

“Now, all of the 
above applies even in 
normal times, and all 
the more so nowa-
days, when hiskashrus 
through Chabad, 
Chagas, Nahim, have 
suffered due to the 
suffering of the times, 
distance of place, and 
interruption of the 
correspondence even 
in writing for so many 
years, that there needs 
to be the hiskashrus through maamad with 
greater measure and greater force.”  

In other letters from that time period, 
you can see how the Rebbe demands that 
Chassidim send maamad money to the Rebbe 
Rayatz. For example, in a letter to a Chassid, 
the Rebbe writes (Igros Kodesh volume 3, p. 
392): “Surely you are doing and working on 
your travels also in the matter of maamad, for 
aside for this being part of your shlichus, it 
is known and we see tangibly that anything 
that has a hold in the material world too, lasts. 
This is one of the reasons that prophets would 
sometimes preface their prophecy with some 
physical action and as it is explained in several 
places in the latter prophets.”  

R’ Groner told a story that he heard from 
R’ Yaakov Katz, an American kid who became 
close with the Rebbe Rayatz during the Rebbe’s 
first visit to America. He said that around the 

year 5701, when he had yechidus, the Rebbe 
Rayatz asked him to give a very large sum to-
ward the Rebbe’s activities. It was such a large 
amount that R’ Katz did not have it and he did 
not know what to do. He consulted with the 
Rebbe’s son-in-law, Ramash,who had arrived in 
America not long before, and after the Ramash 
explained the importance of the matter to him, 
he borrowed the large amount from friends 
and gave it all to the Rebbe Rayatz. After that, 
his business took off and he was miraculously 
successful. He said that when one has faith and 
trust in what the Rebbe said, you can experi-
ence unlimited success. I heard this story from 
the Rebbe himself in a farbrengen too, but the 
Rebbe did not mention the name of the Chassid 
that the story happened with.   

THEY GAVE TO THE REBBE BEYOND THEIR 
MEANS AND HAD OPEN MIRACLES

R’ Groner: When they sold the pesukim of 
“Ata Horeisa,” there were some Chassidim who 
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decided to give whatever the Rebbe told them 
to give, and the Rebbe agreed to that. But there 
were times that the Rebbe did not want to say 
how much. For example, I was standing near 
the Rebbe on Simchas Torah before they began 
selling the pesukim when a Chassid came over 
to the Rebbe and asked how much to give for 
a pasuk. 

The Rebbe said to him, “You decide on your 
own. My hasagos (i.e. ideas of what is possible) 
are completely different hasagos. I don’t know 
whether you will be able to carry through. Bet-
ter not to ask.” There were Chassidim who on 
Simchas Torah announced that they would give 
whatever the Rebbe said but after Yom Tov, 
when they came to ask how much the Rebbe 
wants them to give, the Rebbe told them to 
decide on their own.

There were even times when such instruc-
tions came unsolicited from above. For exam-
ple, on Yud-Tes Kislev 5718, when the Rebbe 
unexpectedly made an appeal for the construc-
tion of the new neighborhood in Kfar Chabad 
the Rebbe demanded large sums and said the 

donations should be given that night or the 
next day.

Afterward, the Rebbe said, “In general, the 
system by me is that I don’t mix in and ex-
press my opinion about what everyone should 
give. I take what is given and one of two things 
will happen, either I’ll be satisfied or I won’t 
be satisfied and keep my dissatisfaction to 
myself. But since this is completely out of the 
ordinary, I will also go completely outside the 
routine and outside of the general rule, and if 
it seems to me that they are giving too little, I 
will remove the veil of shame and say – with the 
power of the matters that need the money (in 
this case, the shikun) – to add what I think they 
should … I am sure that Hashem will stand by 
His word for He said, ‘tithe so that you become 
rich,’ and He said, ‘test me please in this … and 
I will pour out blessing without end.’ Especially 
when this is about tzedaka for Eretz Yisrael 
which precedes tzedaka for outside of Eretz 
Yisrael, as the Alter Rebbe explains in Igeres 
HaKodesh so that regarding this tzedaka there 
is added the psak din of our Rebbeim. If it 
seems to someone that he was ordered to give 
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an amount he can’t handle, the intention is for 
Hashem to give him at least four times that and 
consequently, when another thousand dollars 
are added, Hashem will give him another four 
thousand dollars!”

Those present at the farbrengen wrote down 
their commitments and the Rebbe reviewed 
the notes. When the Rebbe got to R’ Dovid 
Deitsch’s note, he said, “Dovid Deitsch, double 
that.”

The Rebbe did not say what the original 
amount was but afterward, R’ Dovid told 
me that the original amount was $15,000, an 
enormous amount for that time, what a pri-
vate home would cost. It was an amount that 
was well beyond his financial abilities and the 
Rebbe wasn’t satisfied with that and demanded 
double.

R’ Dovid did not think twice about it. In the 
morning, he rushed to the bank and asked for 
a loan of $30,000. The bank manager did not 
agree to such a loan without a collateral and R’ 
Dovid did not hesitate to mortgage his house, 
but his home was only worth $16,000 and he 
had to mortgage his business too. Only then 
did he get a bank check for $30,000. Thrilled, 
R’ Dovid went to the office and asked me to 
give the check to the Rebbe as soon as possible, 
before sunset, in order to fulfill the Rebbe’s 
request that the donations be made the day 
after the farbrengen.

A short while later, R’ Dovid got a phone 
call from a friend in Boston who told him 
about a fabric factory that went up in flames. 
The owner said that whoever wanted to could 
take bolts for free. R’ Dovid went there with a 
truck and loaded ten bolts of fabric. The own-
er suddenly showed up and asked how many 
bolts he was taking. R’ Dovid thought he took 
too many but the owner urged him to fill his 
truck with fabric. When he arrived at his own 
factory and opened the bolts, he discovered 
to his amazement that only the outer layers 
had burned and the rest could be sold. He also 

discovered that they were a type of particularly 
expensive fabric. He was able to sell the fabric 
and earn a huge profit of $90,000! 

He repaid the bank loan and the rest of the 
money, $60,000, he wrote out on a check and 
asked for yechidus with the Rebbe. He gave the 
check to the Rebbe and said it was for him since 
the entire deal was done with the Rebbe’s bless-
ing. The Rebbe accepted the check and asked: 
R’ Dovid, this is for me? When he was told yes, 
the Rebbe said to him: Take the check and put 
this amount into your bank account and may 
Hashem grant you success! After that, R’ Dovid 
did well in business and became quite wealthy.

HOW DO YOU ENTER THE “TEIVA” OF THE 
REBBE? THROUGH MAAMAD!

Some of the people in charge of maamad in 
New York were R’ Moshe Pinchos Katz and R’ 
Mordechai Mentlick and they spoke about it at 
farbrengens. Aside from them there were also 
shadarim, shluchei d’rabbanan, who traveled 
from place to place to collect maamad money 
from Chassidim, like R’ Shmuel Dovid Rait-
chik in the United States, R’ Zev Menachem 
Greenglass in Canada, R’ Benzion Shemtov in 
England. R’ Shlomo Chaim Kesselman was also 
in charge of maamad for a while.

As mentioned, these Chassidim in the time 
of the Rebbe Rayatz, got prodding letters from 
the Rebbe with amazing turns of phrase and 
these messages were conveyed further for many 
years.

In a letter to R’ Benzion Shemtov, the Rebbe 
instructs him not to limit maamad to Chabad 
Chassidim: “There is no need to be stringent 
and sift thirteen times before talking about 
maamad” - for the Rebbe pertains to all Jews 
“and especially when you take note that in re-
cent years it is emphasized even more how he 
is the leader of Klal Yisrael. However, on the 
other hand, don’t speak about it with just any-
one; obviously be wary of those who will crow 
afterward ‘I made Avram rich.’”
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Similarly, the Rebbe wrote to R’ Nissan 
Nemenov, “I don’t know the reason or who 
is at fault but apparently maamad in your 
current country is not in the state that it ought 
to be, and it certainly could be with the proper 
efforts. It is impossible from a distance to know 
clearly the ways to correct this, especially when 
I am not so familiar with the quality of people 
who you need to involve in this and their 
personal circumstances. You know them and 
are on site so it would be proper and perhaps 
even essential that you expend the necessary 
effort in the proper manner in bettering the 
maamad situation and its improvement to 
the extent possible. My view from way back is 
known regarding the need to expand the circle 
of participants in maamad and not to limit it 
only to tmimim and the like.”

R’ Groner told me that twice a year, there 
was a special melava malka meal at his par-
ents’ home for raising maamad money in the 
course of which elder Chassidim spoke about 
its importance. They spoke about the differ-
ence between supporting Tomchei Tmimim 
and maamad, that the Rebbe Rayatz once said: 
Maamad is the head and Tomchei Tmimim is 
the heart and the order is, first the head and 
then the heart.

R’ Moshe Leib Rodstein, the secretary of the 
Rebbe Rayatz and then of the Rebbe, said that 
during the tefillos of Rosh Hashana, we say the 
verse, “And G-d remembered Noach and all 
the wild and domesticated animals that were 
with him in the ark.” He explained it to mean 
that when Hashem remembered Noach, He 
naturally remembered all those who were with 
him in the ark, similarly when Hashem remem-
bers the Rebbe, and this happens every second, 
Hashem remembers all those who are in the 
Rebbe’s ark. That means that when you are in 
the ark already, the situation is good. The big 
question is, how do you get into Noach’s ark? 
One of the ways is by giving maamad money!

SUPPORTING THE WORK OF THE SHLUCHIM 
AND THOUSANDS OF LUBAVITCHER FAMILIES

After R’ Groner’s passing, erev Pesach 5780, 
Kupas Rabeinu’s holy work continues by a Vaad 
Hanhala led by R’ Shmuel Melamed and R’ 
Yosef Boruch Spielman with members of the 
Groner family.

The fund provides support for hundreds of 
shluchim including many who would not have 
what to eat if not for this fund. Before each Yom 
Tov, the fund sends support for hundreds of 
families. This is not about a hundred dollars of 
support; it’s several hundred dollars. In more 
serious cases, it’s over a thousand dollars for 
families of shluchim. In conversations with 
people involved in chessed who know the fam-
ilies, they say that if not for the check from 
Kupas Rabeinu, these shluchim would not have 
the means to make it through the holiday.

Being as we are in the days leading up to 
11 Nissan, a time when we should be think-
ing about our hiskashrus to the Rebbe, this 
is a time to strengthen ourselves in all of the 
Rebbe’s takanos including participating in the 
Rebbe’s work through maamad and Keren 
Ha’shana. As the Alter Rebbe says in Tanya, 
when a person gives tzedaka, he elevates all 
his soul powers since he worked with all his 
kochos to obtain this money. So too, when a 
Chassid gives money for maamad or Keren 
Ha’shana etc. he connects to the Rebbe with 
all his soul powers.

May we merit to connect more to the Rebbe 
and do everything he asks of us. May we know 
how to use the kochos the Rebbe gives us to 
strengthen ourselves and to ignite the neshama 
of every Jew so that not a single Jew remains 
who has no connection to Torah, mitzvos, and 
Hashem. May we do things to reach every Jew 
and all this will hasten the revelation of Moshi-
ach. May we merit to see the Rebbe MH”M and 
he will redeem us. ■
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Kupas Rabbeinu קופת רבינו 
Lubavitch תחת נשיאות כ"ק אדמו"ר מלך המשיח

בשם ועד קופת רבינו

ר׳ שמואל מלמד                    משפחת גרונר               ר' יוסף ברוך שפילמאן

www.KupasRabeinu.org 
PayPal and Zelle: kupasrabbeinu@gmail.com    

P.O.B. 288 Brooklyn, NY 11225 

Excerpt of a Sicho Kedoisho, 
which speaks for itself:

“The Jews will be redeemed solely through tzedakah... In particular, 
this applies with regard to the matter relevant at present, maos chittim,
tzedakah given for Pesach that includes all of the needs of the holiday. 
Our involvement with this must be in a manner of ratzo and shov, i.e., 
one should not wait for the tzedakah collector, but instead, rush to 
give him maos chittim on his own initiative (ratzo) Moreover, even 
after he has already given maos chittim, he should go and give a 
second time (shov).... For one who has been blessed should increase 
his gifts according to the blessing he has been given, And whoever 
increases will be given additional reward, Indeed, there is no limit to 
this additional reward”.

(From the sichos of Shabbos Parshas Vayakhel-Pekudei, 5750)

lately, with the coronavirus, many of Anash are in need of 
help for Pesach. Please increase your donation! May the do-
nation be l’ilui nishmas the Rebbe’s secretary, Rabbi Yehuda 
Leib Groner a’h, whose yahrzeit is on 14 Nissan, erev Pesach, 
who devoted himself to Kupas Rabbeinu.

בברכת שבתא טבא וחג הפסח כשר ושמח
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menachem ziegelbaum  •

Iowa for a family simcha 
was very special. I met 
the community, a kind of 
Chassidic shtetl that was 
built up around the huge 

slaughterhouse built by R’ Sholom Mordechai 
Rubashkin.

One of the members of the community is 
Rabbi Yisroel Noach Vogel, a Chassidishe Yid 
with a happy face, who is full of Chassidishe 
ideas along with sweet memories of the years he 
spent in Crown Heights with the Rebbe. With 
a discerning eye, the eye of a talmid chacham, 
he would follow the Rebbe and is able to de-
scribe what he saw down to the smallest details. 
Although many decades have passed since his 
time in 770, he is able to impart what he saw. 

We will start with a memory of the winter 
of 5744.

THAT WINTER, THE REBBE ‘EDUCATED’ THE 
CHASSIDIM

One can say that in the winter of 5744, 
the Rebbe acted toward the Chassidim in a 
gevura’dike manner. That winter, the Rebbe 
occasionally displayed his displeasure with 
the Chassidim in their conduct, or more spe-
cifically their conduct in a Chassidic manner 
- for not farbrenging enough or expressing his 
disappointment in that they are not immersed 
enough in his sichos and maamarim.

The Chassid, R’ Benzion Shemtov a’h had 
a special chayus in enjoining the Chassidim 
to learn and delve into the Rebbe’s sichos. He 
would always say, “There is one thing the Rebbe 
cannot agitate about and that is to learn his holy 
sichos, which is why it is incumbent upon us 
to arouse ourselves and our friends to live with 
a ‘koch’ in the Rebbe’s sichos.”

R’ Shemtov personally devoted himself to 
spreading the sichos and even founded the 
‘Machon Levi Yitzchok’ in Kfar Chabad for 
that purpose. This machon translates sichos 
of the Rebbe into Lashon HaKodesh.

THE REBBE ‘WHIPS’ WITH LOVE

In 5744, Yud-Tes Kislev fell out on a Friday. 
Unusually, the Rebbe farbrenged Thursday 
night and not as he always did on motzaei the 
Chag HaGeula (which was on Friday night).

Afterward, they said that the Rebbe had 
said that he would have farbrenged only on 
Shabbos, Chof Kislev, as part of the “regular” 
Shabbos farbrengen, but since in Eretz Yisrael 
they had publicized a live broadcast, an enor-
mous novelty in those days, the Rebbe did not 
want to disappoint Anash and he farbrenged 
the night of 19 Kislev for five hours! 

Interestingly, even the maamar that he said 
at that farbrengen was different than usual. The 
maamar began with the words, “Zeh HaYom 
Techilas Maasecha,” and not “Pada B’Sholom” 
as in most years.

The Rebbe did not suffice with a farbren-
gen on the first night. At the farbrengen on 
Shabbos, the Rebbe expressed his dismay over 
why the Chassidim hadn’t farbrenged the night 
before, Friday night. “Instead of going home 
and eating fish, soup, meat and other Shabbos 
foods, there should have been a ‘shturemdike 
Kabbolas Shabbos’ and farbrenging immedi-
ately afterward.” Although the custom of our 
Rebbeim is not to farbreng on Friday night, 
which is why (hinted the Rebbe) he himself 
hadn’t farbrenged, why didn’t Chassidim far-
breng on their own? “Even if there was a far-
brengen somewhere, Crown Heights hut nisht 
geshturemt!”

The visit 
i made to  

postville,
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The Rebbe went on painfully, “Some were 
present at the farbrengen the night of 19 Kislev 
and remarked in amazement that the farbren-
gen went on for five hours, but does he know 
what was said? The hadran? Does he even know 
the dibur ha’maschil of the maamar? He was 
busy checking who had come to the farbren-
gen... For some it’s worth sitting for five hours 
at a farbrengen, maybe they’ll be lucky and 
they’ll hear some politics, what’s going on in 
the world… But to their disappointment, what 
the presidents of the United States and the So-
viet Union ought to do was not discussed. Then 
he says, perhaps now on Shabbos, this will be 
discussed? You should know, that now too, this 
will not be talked about!”

It was a sicha filled with pain in which the 
Rebbe lovingly ‘struck’ the Chassidim and de-

manded that they be more immersed in truth-
ful matters in a manner that is “pnimi.”

The Rebbe went on to demand, “What do 
you care what is going on in the world? You 
want to accomplish something in the world – 
learn Torah, learn Chitas, give tzedaka! How 
many maamarim did you learn by heart since 
5710? You don’t have a good memory? But for 
other things that you have a desire for you have 
a memory … Our Rebbeim demanded learning 
maamarim by heart and so, you certainly have 
the ability to do so!”

CHANGING THE ORDER OF THE FARBRENGEN

This Shabbos farbrengen began at 1:30 as 
it did every Shabbos. This time however, the 
regular pattern was changed a bit and the first 
sicha began a little after the start of the farbren-
gen and went on until five minutes before 3:00. 

THE REBBE AT THE YUD-TES KISLEV FARBRENGEN IN 5744.
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It was a longer sicha than usual. The second 
sicha also went on longer than usual, for nearly 
an hour, and ended at 4:00.

Usually, every Shabbos farbrengen was di-
vided into four or five sichos and ended by 
mincha, but this time, the first two sichos end-
ed very late and it was time for mincha. Usually, 
at these farbrengens, the Rebbe was particular 
about saying a ‘maamar k’ein sicha’ and another 
two sichos with an explanation of a Rashi in the 
parsha as well as explanations on his father’s 
chiddushim on Zohar.

Since this was the case, we assumed – and 
even hoped – that the farbrengen would con-
tinue until motzaei Shabbos which already 
happened a few times.

It did not happen that way though. A few 
minutes after four, the Rebbe said a ‘maamar 
k’ein sicha’ for ten minutes and then gave out 
mashke to some people. He ended the farbren-
gen with a sicha in which he asked some ques-
tions about Rashi but as opposed to the norm 
he did not answer them. He said he would leave 
the answers for the following week.

The farbrengen ended at 4:30 with sunset 
and then they davened mincha and maariv.

THE REBBE GIVES THE CHASSIDIM 
HOMEWORK

A week passed. Then it was Shabbos 
parshas Mikeitz, Shabbos Chanuka, Shabbos 
Mevorchim. During the farbrengen, the Rebbe 
dedicated one of the sichos to explaining Rashi. 
He began this sicha sounding pained.

“An entire week went by since questions 
were asked on Rashi. I thought that during 
the week, someone would bother to find some 
answer or explanation to the questions on 
Rashi but nobody bothered to answer them. 
Can nobody try and explain Rashi? Wheth-
er it be a correct answer or a crooked answer, 
but at least show an interest! You’re humble? 
Then next to the answer write your initials or 

even initials that have no connection to your 
name, but nothing?! And after all this, there 
is a question on Rashi, why exhaust people to 
sit at a farbrengen? Everyone could sit at home 
in peace Shabbos afternoon and learn what he 
wants without pushing!”

Here the Rebbe told a story which we heard 
previously from mashpiim and now heard from 
the Rebbe himself.

“Once, the Rebbe Rashab and his son, 
Rayatz, went to Italy which was behind the 
times. One day, they saw a train about to leave. 
The engine issued smoke, there were noises and 
shrieks, and after all the preparations it began 
to move down the tracks. But all the rest of the 
cars remained in place. What happened? They 
were not attached to the engine.”

The Rebbe went on, “The engine can sit in 
its room and boil up and issue steam etc. but 
if they’re not connected …”

The message was quite clear. The engine is 
the Rebbe and the cars, the Chassidim, are not 
connected.

The Rebbe then proclaimed in very pained 
tones that he does not see a reason to continue 
farbrenging with the crowd on Shabbosos. “On 
Shabbos Mevorchim I have no choice; that’s a 
takana from the Rebbe, my father-in-law, but 
as for the rest of the Shabbosos …”

Of course, after a sicha like this, we felt quite 
despondent … [It should be noted that part of 
this sicha was omitted from the printed ver-
sions. – MZ]

I remember sitting at the farbrengen in 770 
and hearing two of the ziknei Anash talking 
to one another – “If the Rebbe is saying this 
mashal about us, then the situation is really 
bad.”

Indeed, throughout the month of Teves 
there was no farbrengen with the Rebbe and 
we did not hear him (aside from a brief sicha 
that was said on Asara B’Teves).
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The next farbrengen took place on Shabbos 
parshas Va’eira, Shabbos Mevorchim Shevat. 
The farbrengen took place as usual and when 
it was time for a sicha on Rashi, the Rebbe 
asked, “Why does the pasuk say twice that 
Moshe warned Pharaoh about the frogs, ‘they 
will only remain in the river’? How did this 
plague differ from the rest of the plagues? All 
the other plagues disappeared when the plague 
was over while with the plague of frogs they 
still remained in Egypt? Why doesn’t Rashi 
explain this?” (For the rest of the questions and 
explanations learn the sicha inside).

The Rebbe also asked questions on his fa-
ther’s explanation of Zohar but unlike other 
times, the Rebbe did not answer the questions 
but continued speaking about other subjects 
and the farbrengen then ended.

We all felt that the Rebbe was giving us a 
chance to make up for what we hadn’t done 
the previous time when he asked questions on 
Rashi and did not answer them.

Until today, I can picture the scene – 
throughout that week, wherever I turned I 
saw bachurim and Anash discussing the Rashi 
and trying to answer it. The “Vaad Hanochos 
HaTmimim” submitted a list of questions that 
were asked and the Rebbe edited them to make 
it easier on everyone to learn the questions 
properly so as to be able to answer them.

The following Shabbos, parshas Bo, 3 Shevat, 
nobody expected there to be a farbrengen after 
the Rebbe said explicitly that he saw no reason 
to farbreng with the Chassdidim on Shabbosos 
(aside for Shabbos Mevorchim). Indeed, there 
was no announcement from the Rebbe about a 
farbrengen. (At that time, it was not possible to 
know ahead of time whether there would be a 
farbrengen on Shabbos. The Rebbe would only 
let it be known on Shabbos morning when he 
came in for shacharis. I remember that during 
these moments there were some Chassidim 
and tmimim who were “on alert” and if/when 
the Rebbe motioned that there would be a far-

brengen, they would run to other shuls in the 
neighborhood to inform people).

That week there was a surprise: After mussaf, 
the Rebbe suddenly announced a farbrengen 
that would take place shortly. It was felt that 
finally the decree had been abolished and the 
Chassidim, especially the tmimim, were very 
excited.

When the Rebbe got to the sicha with expla-
nations of Rashi, he began by asking questions 
on the pasuk, “U’lechol Bnei Yisrael lo yecheratz 
kelev leshono” - why would one think that the 
dogs would bark at the Jewish people which 
would require a special miracle? The Rebbe 
added other questions on Rashi.

Then the Rebbe got to the questions he 
had asked and did not answer the previous 
Shabbos, parshas Va’eira. The Rebbe began by 
saying that in contrast to the previous time 
when they did not answer anything on Rashi, 
this time he got many answers, but … none of 
them was to the point. Still, from the way the 
Rebbe spoke, and his tone, it was obvious that 
he enjoyed the fact that at least they tried to 
answer his questions.

Then the Rebbe began to answer all the 
questions that he had asked on the previous 
parsha (Va’eira). We noticed that he refrained 
from answering the questions that he asked 
that week (Bo).

The hint was obvious and the following week 
we again continued discussing the questions 
that the Rebbe presented and tried to answer 
the questions (that had also been edited after 
Shabbos). We saw that the Rebbe was giving 
us ‘homework,’ a reason to toil to understand 
the sichos.

The following Shabbos, Beshalach, 10 
Shevat, there was a grand farbrengen in honor 
of the yom hilula of the Rebbe Rayatz. Many 
sichos were said at this farbrengen and there 
was a maamar with the usual niggun.
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During the farbrengen, once again the 
Rebbe asked some questions. They were on the 
pasuk in the Shiras HaYam, “Mikdash Ad-nai 
konenu yodecha.” This time too, the Rebbe did 
not answer them. He referred to the answers 
that he had gotten that week on the questions 
of the previous week.

The Rebbe said that the previous time, 
there had been many answers but they weren’t 
heading in the right direction. This time, they 
began answering correctly but eventually 
veered off the path of pshat. Here, the Rebbe 
began saying a wondrous explanation about the 
barking of the dogs and why they were quiet at 
the Exodus. (You can see the answers in their 
entirety in the printed sichos).

The following week, Yisro, the Rebbe be-
gan answering the questions that he asked the 
previous week. Unusually, this sicha was said 
before the maamar.

The Rebbe began by thanking all the respon-
dents especially when “some of them were in 
the way of pshat but at great length, a page and 
a half, with proofs from Likutei Sichos in a 
certain footnote. But the ‘ben chameish l’mikra’ 
does not want lengthy explanations. He wants 
to understand the Rashi plainly and go and 
play … And who brings proofs from Likutei 
Sichos written without nekudos?”

The Rebbe began answering the questions 
and throughout the explanation his pleasure/
geshmak was apparent in that people had 
delved deeply into the explanations and par-
ticipated in attempting to resolve the questions.

This time, everything changed. After the 
maamar, the Rebbe asked questions on Rashi 
in parshas Yisro on the pasuk, “And all the na-
tion saw the sounds,” and in the next sicha he 
reverted to the original way he did things and 
explained the questions one by one without 
pushing it off for the following week.

We tmimim felt that this was the end of the 
“homework” era. We got the message. It was 

an edifying lesson that the Rebbe taught the 
Chassidim, wanting all of them to get involved 
in what was said at farbrengens.

SUDDEN FARBRENGEN ON AN ORDINARY 
EVENING

Jumping one year ahead, to the winter of 
5745, R’ Vogel recounted the following epi-
sodes in detail as though they just happened:

It was a Sunday, 20 Teves, in the evening. The 
Rebbe went to the Ohel and the bachurim sat 
in the zal and learned, waiting for his arrival 
in order to daven mincha and maariv.

At a certain point, the bachurim got to 
talking “Chassidishe devarim beteilim.” They 
discussed whether the time the Rebbe arrived 
from the Ohel could signal a possible farbren-
gen.

Why a farbrengen? Because of the yahrtzeit 
of the Rambam. Less than half a year earlier, 
the Rebbe announced the takana of learning 
Rambam daily. Since then, “the Rambam be-
came a Chabadnik” the bachurim said smiling, 
and wasn’t that a good reason for a farbrengen?

One of the bachurim said, “If the Rebbe re-
turns from the Ohel at 6:00, there is a chance 
of a farbrengen but if the Rebbe returns after 
6:30, there won’t be a farbrengen.” What made 
him say so. It had no basis or precedent; it was 
just a Chassidishe hergesh.

Yisroel Noach Vogel said, “Why should 
there suddenly be a farbrengen?”

“Don’t you know? It’s the first yahrtzeit of 
the Rambam since the takana about learning 
Rambam!”

Another bachur dismissed this. “The Rebbe 
never held a farbrengen on this date.”

The Rebbe returned from the Ohel around 
six, went to his room, came out for mincha 
and maariv and returned to his room. The ba-
churim were getting ready to go to the dining 
room for supper.
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R’ Vogel: Sudden-
ly, we heard – in five 
minutes there will be a 
farbrengen!

The bachurim began 
to run every which way 
in excitement. I ran 
across Eastern Parkway 
to the Kerestirer mik-
va. My friend Shmulik 
Katz yelled that the 
mikva was closed at 
that hour. Having no 
choice, I returned to 
770 and saw a strange 
sight. The farbrengen 
table was empty. Only 
on the part where the 
Rebbe sat had someone 
blessed with alacrity 
laid out a tablecloth 
and put down a mi-
crophone. The Rebbe’s 
chair was in place. It 
was so strange to see 
the shul nearly empty.

I was determined to 
get to a mikva. I ran on 
Kingston Avenue to-
ward the mikva in the 
Skverer Beis Medrash. 
The main door was 
locked. I ran around 
back and saw Shma-
ya [Havlin] through a 
crack in the door, filling 
the mikva. I yelled that 
he should let me in because there was a sudden 
farbrengen. Shmaya agreed to open for me but 
warned me that he had just filled the bor and 
the water hadn’t been heated yet. “The water 
is very cold,” he warned.

The water really was cold, very cold, and 
I breathed deeply as I went in. Afterward, I 

could barely move. I had to sit down in order 
to get dressed.

When I left, it was snowing. The snow was 
warmer than the mikva. I ran to 770 and the 
Rebbe was in the middle of a sicha. As I walked 
in, I heard the Rebbe speaking about a person 
who is organized and can manage even if he 
doesn’t know ahead of time about a farbrengen 

The Rebbe wiping his tears at a farbrengen
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… I felt that the Rebbe was talking about me 
but who knows …

The Rebbe went on to say why he was far-
brenging. It was so that a farbrengen on the 
Rambam’s yahrtzeit would give more chizuk 
to learning Rambam.

Afterward, I heard that the Rebbe entered 
about ten minutes after the announcement 
about the farbrengen. Before he got to his place 
they had managed to cover the entire farbren-
gen table. When he entered, he lifted the cover 
over the mezonos and motioned with his head 
in surprise. (They were Ostreicher chocolate 
chip cookies and not the usual cake which they 
had not been able to get.)

R’ Sholom Dovber Cadaner realized it was 
difficult for the Rebbe to eat those cookies and 
he left the farbrengen and ran to the bakery 

on Albany Avenue. 
It was already after 
closing time but 
he knocked on the 
door until it opened 
and he bought regu-
lar cake. From there 
he ran home, put 
the cake on a nice 
tray with a base 
and after the first 
sicha went over to 
the Rebbe and of-
fered the mezonos 
saying it was softer 
and easier to eat.

Th e  R e b b e 
thanked him with 
a “yasher koach,” 
took a piece and put 
it into the napkin 
with the cookies. 
(They say that the 
tray is still in the 
library.)

SURPRISE GUEST

At the end of the second sicha it sounded 
like the farbrengen was going to end when in 
walked R’ Groner who gave a note to the Rebbe. 
The Rebbe read it and put it near the back cover 
of his siddur and suddenly began to say a third 
sicha, this one about Mihu Yehudi.

Afterward, they said that the note said that a 
Knesset member had arrived. Since that week a 
vote was going to be taking place in the Knesset 
regarding amending the Law of Return, the 
Rebbe extended the farbrengen with another 
sicha in order to convey the message.

The third sicha was longer than the first 
two sichos. “Sheyibaneh Beis Ha’Mikdash” 
was sung and the Rebbe gave dollars to the 
tankistim and as he exited, he began the song 
“Ki B’Simcha.” ■
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A special Mivtza in honor 
of and as a preparation 
to Yud Alef Nissan 5782 
- 120 Years to the Rebbe 
Melech HaMoshiach 
Shlitas Birthday | 
Getting to know the 
unique time period we 
are currently holding in

AAAAA WWWWWWoorrlddd RRReeeeddeeefffinnneeedddd
Learn a full and comprehensive 

overview of the special time 
period we are holding in, and 
what we need to do about it.

Y e c h i  A d o n e i n u  M o r e i n u  V ' R a b b e i n u  M e l e c h  H a M o s h i a c h  L ' o l a m  V a ' e d !

Plus - Gain a wide knowledge of Inyonei 
Geulo UMoshiach in the Rebbe's Torah 

in an unprecedented way

o lddlWW
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Receive tens of prizes 
automatically without a 

raffle. Plus, raffles on unique 
items from the Rebbe Melech 

HaMoshiach Shlita.

TTTTTThhhhhee  WWWhhhooolllee WWWWoooorrlldd
Explain Moshiach to people on 
Mivtzoim, give out cards about 

Moshiach, and write with 
people to the Rebbe Melech 

HaMoshiach Shlita. 
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Mendy Dickstein  •

shliach in Melbourne and 
shochet for the Chabad 
community, Rabbi Sholem 
Dickstein. It’s not only 
because of his height and 

broad build but mainly because of his gift of 
speech. They say that when he talks, everyone 
listens. He has become a sought-after speaker 
in the many places of shlichus in south-east 
Asia where he combines his holy work as a 
shochet with uplifting farbrengens.

Few know that whenever my brother speaks, 
they are witnessing an open miracle of the 
Rebbe. Every word that he utters proves that 
there is a prophet in Israel who does wonders. 
Let’s start at the beginning.

TONGUE-TIED

Rabbi and Mrs. Moshe and Shoshana 
Dickstein became the parents of another son 
on 20 Cheshvan 5742, the birthday of the 
Rebbe Rashab. Unfortunately, days passed and 
the bris would not be on time. It took a month 
before he entered the covenant of Avrohom 
Avinu and was named Sholom Dovber for the 
Rebbe Rashab.

Sholem developed nicely except in one way. 
At the age of three, he was still not speaking. 
While the other little ones in daycare chattered 
away, he was silent. It was only after his golden 
curls were cut when he was three that he began 
making some sounds but they weren’t clear. 
Even when he started speaking more clearly, 
he was unable to pronounce certain letters. He 
said the “lamed” like a “yud,” the “shin” like a 
“tav,” so when he was asked his name, he could 
not say it properly.

Our worried parents took him to all the 
doctors in the area starting with the district 

clinic, then on to the regional Kupat Cholim 
and over to heads of departments at the Soroka 
University Hospital in Beer Sheva, and world 
renowned experts on speech. They all said the 
same thing: his speech is affected by tongue-tie, 
where the tongue is attached to the floor of the 
mouth, not allowing it free movement.

The only solution was surgical, snipping 
the band of tissue which frees the tongue. As 
with any operation, there are risks. This is why 
the doctors said that even if they agree to it, it 
couldn’t be done before the age of five because 
of the anesthesia and because of the recovery 
process. This left little Sholem speaking in a 
way that only his parents could understand. 

In addition, one of the doctors informed 
them of other ramifications. The develop-
ment of a child’s speech is directly connected 
with the number of words he says. The more 
he speaks, the more his speech in the future 
will be understood and enriched. A child who 
doesn’t speak (even for a technical reason) will 
have speech delays that will extend even after 
the original problem is resolved. A doctor pre-
dicted that the gap would be closed only three 
to five years after the technical problem was 
fixed. He warned them that since his ability 
to express himself was limited, he would suffer 
from social and emotional deficits and so he 
recommended psychological help during these 
years. “However,” he said, “continue talking to 
him as much as possible until the time when 
we can operate.”

My parents tried to encourage him to speak 
but since he was not understood outside the 
family, and even became a source of laughter 
among his peers, he preferred remaining silent. 
So even the limited speech development he 
could have attained became impossible.

It’s hard to 
miss my dear 

brother,
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ON THE WAY TO THE REBBE

When he turned five, R’ Dickstein decided 
to take him to the Rebbe and ask for a bracha 
before the surgery. Since, at the time, he taught 
in the Chabad school in Beer Sheva, the 
Education Ministry had restrictive rules about 
leaving the country so the next opportunity to 
fly to the Rebbe was during Chanuka vacation, 
5747.

Word had gotten around about a new prac-
tice in 770 in which the Rebbe received the 
public on Sundays and gave them a dollar for 
tzedaka. This information raised the level of 
excitement in anticipation of asking the Rebbe 
directly for a bracha before the operation.

The day before the flight, R’ Dickstein wrote 
a letter to the Rebbe so that when he arrived 
at 770 he would be able to submit it to one of 
the secretaries. He wrote about his son, that the 
doctors were unanimous about Sholem’s speech 
being corrected through surgery under general 
anesthesia. How Sholem had turned five the 
previous month and the doctors were ready 
to do the surgery. He asked for the Rebbe’s 
counsel and bracha for this and a bracha that 
the recovery go quickly

A family friend, Rabbi Aryeh Hababo, joined 
them on the trip. He was Sholem’s rebbi and, of 
course, was aware of the situation. They took a 
taxi together with a local person, a mekurav of 
R’ Dickstein by the name of Amikam Schwartz 
(today a respected member of Anash in Ramat 
Shlomo in Yerushalayim) and drove from Beer 
Sheva to the airport near Lud.

On the way, as they spoke with the driver 
about the zechus of seeing the Rebbe when he 
gave out dollars, which was a mini-yechidus, 
and about the major menorah lighting that 
took place every night of Chanuka in the 
Rebbe’s beis medrash, Sholem realized that 
they were talking about the menorah familiar 
to him from his lessons in school.

“Abba, right the shamash is higher than the 
other candles?”

This innocent question made his father’s 
heart skip a beat. He thought he hadn’t heard 
right. The question itself wasn’t unusual for 
Sholem’s age and comprehension, but for the 
first time in his life Sholem had pronounced the 
letters in the word “shamash” properly.

The teacher who saw this happen, asked 
Sholem to repeat the question and this time 
too, he said it clearly!

The astonished father began to ask his son 
questions that included the problem letters. He 
was thrilled when his son answered clearly. The 
driver finally said to stop driving the boy crazy. 
He had no idea what was so exciting.

Throughout the flight, R’ Dickstein and 
R’ Hababo peppered the boy with questions. 
Not only had the direct problem vanished but 
even the side issues regarding the quantity and 
quality of his verbal expressions had skipped 
him entirely. He spoke fluently and clearly and 
used a rich vocabulary that surpassed that of 
a child his age.

R’ Dickstein now faced a new problem. 
What would he do with the pidyon nefesh that 
he had in his pocket? On the one hand, it was 
unnecessary since the bracha had already taken 
place. On the other hand, it was clear thanks to 
whom the bracha had occurred and the letter 
ought to reach its intended recipient.

He decided to tell the entire story to the 
Rebbe’s secretary, R’ Binyamin Klein a’h, a 
friend of his for years, and ask him what to do.

R’ Klein, who had seen more than one open 
miracle on the job, was impressed by the story 
and suggested that the letter not be changed 
but a postscript added - “On the way to the 
airport, after the letter was already written, we 
merited that the Rebbe’s holy blessing canceled 
the need for an operation and, boruch Hashem, 
the child speaks normally.”
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R’  Dickste in 
followed this advice 
and the Rebbe 
wrote, “Teshuos
chein (thank you), 
azkir al ha’tziyun (I 
will mention it at 
the Rebbe Rayatz’s 
resting place).

I DON’T START UP 
WITH THE REBBE

After they re-
turned home, R’ 
Dickstein decided to 
visit the top doctor 
again, the one they 
had consulted as to 
what course they 
should follow. Upon entering his office, the 
boy called out, “Hello Dr. Gideon!”

The doctor was duly stunned but upon re-
covering he asked R’ Dickstein in an accusatory 
tone, “Where did you have the surgery done? 
Why didn’t you tell me?”

R’ Dickstein said, “There was no medical 
intervention!”

The doctor examined the boy and then said 
to the father, “Something here is abnormal. The 
structure of the tongue and palate changed. 
This could not have happened without a scal-
pel!”

R’ Dickstein smiled and began to relate, 
“A week and a half ago we traveled to the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe and ...”

The doctor stopped him. “If he is involved, 
then I have no further questions.”

Now it was R’ Dickstein’s turn to be sur-
prised. How did the doctor know about the 
Rebbe?

The doctor, seeing his surprise, told him, 
“Years ago, a soldier came to me who had been 

seriously injured by shrapnel in his face. All of 
his facial canals were completely twisted out 
of shape and he needed many surgeries and a 
protracted rehabilitation.

“One day, a Chabad Chassid visited him and 
suggested that he write a letter to the Rebbe. 
The Rebbe answered that he needed to keep ko-
sher and a few other things. When the soldier 
committed to doing what the Rebbe told him, 
something incredible happened – all the facial 
canals recovered fully on their own without 
any surgery.

“That’s why, I don’t start up with the Rebbe 
of Lubavitch. I believe everything about him!”

The doctor took all the medical documents 
from the desk and threw them out.

“Go to the department in the hospital too, 
and take all the documents and destroy them 
so nothing remains of this matter,” he advised.

Since then, Sholem Dickstein uses his 
mouth to spout words of Torah, wisdom and 
Chassidus, and his talks are enjoyed by many 
in his place of shlichus. ■

Young Sholem Dickstein (right) davening with the Rebbe
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Prof. Shimon Silman  •

No one thought it would happen—
not Europe, not the U.S., not 
Ukraine, not even the Russian 
soldiers who were sent there 
from Belarus. They were told that 

they were being sent into Ukraine for military 
exercises, not to fight a war. It was clear that 
Putin wanted something, and part of what he 
wanted was legitimate: Ukraine wanted to join 
NATO and Putin was worried that the West 
was encroaching on his territory. As Putin 
said to Ukraine: If you join NATO then they 
will move their most advanced weapons up to 
our border. There will be hypersonic missiles 
on our border that can reach Moscow in 4 
minutes. No country would allow that. He was 
right about that. 

In fact, NATO had no intention of accepting 
Ukraine, but it was a mistake not to give Putin 
something. Ever since the fall of the Soviet 
Union, the West treated Russia as a defeated 
enemy, as a second-rate country, even though 
Putin made gestures of friendship towards 
the West. But the mindset that Russia was an 
enemy of the West (galus mentality) persisted.

When I saw that Putin pulled back his 
100,000 troops the first time, I thought he was 
just playing a game—playing chess. When he 
brought them back and kept asking for nego-
tiations and got nothing, I was worried that 
he would attack. But I thought he would just 
take the Donbas region, where the Russian 
separatists were active, and go home—like he 
did with Georgia years before. A short war not 
lasting more than a week and without much 
opposition from Ukraine. (As I write this on 
March 27, there is a report from France that 
some Russian officials are saying that all they 
really wanted was the Donbas region, and that 
“has been pretty much accomplished.”)

No one thought he would invade Ukraine 
from three sides and try to take over the entire 
country by capturing Kiev, its capital. I am sure 
that Putin himself didn’t think at first that he 
would do this. We just don’t do this anymore. 
We are in a new era of history—the Messianic 
Era, the era of Swords into Plowshares.

At this point I should add that for me, this 
was far from a theoretical issue—it was a very 
personal matter. My daughter and her family 
lived in Kharkov, 20 miles from the Russian 
border. Thank G-d, they escaped in time with 
other shluchim from Kharkov, driving in a 
caravan for days to reach Dnipropetrovsk 
(Dnipro, for short), from there to Moldova 
which is outside the border of Ukraine. They 
spent Shabbos in Moldova, then drove all night 
through Romania to get a plane to New York. 
No one can imagine the joy and relief of seeing 
them all alive and well—and smiling—at the 
airport in New York.

Still Swords into Plowshares?
At least once a day, someone approaches 

me and asks me to explain what’s going on in 
Ukraine and, most importantly, if we are still in 
the era of Swords into Plowshares. So, the time 
has come for me to say what I know—and what 
I don’t know—regarding the world’s events.

The short answer is: Of course we are still 
in the era of Swords into Plowshares. SIP is a 
prophecy of Isaiah from some 3,000 years ago, 
that the time will come in world history—“It 
shall come to pass in the ‘end of days’ (the 
Messianic Era, as the commentaries point 
out)…And they shall beat their swords into 
plowshares…,” you know the rest. As Rambam 
points out, a prophecy for good will be fulfilled, 
no matter what. So, exactly when will this 
begin?

Russia 
invades 

Ukraine.
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The Rebbe Melech HaMoshiach himself, 
who is also the prophet of our generation, said 
30 years ago, on Shabbos Parshas Mishpatim, 
5752 (the end of January, 1992) that with the 
meeting of the heads of state of the member 
nations of the UN Security Council and their 
declaration, this prophecy has begun to be ful-
filled—a one time event in the history of the 
world. Once it starts there’s no turning back; 
it’s here to stay.

There is something that need to be added to 
the UN agreement, however. What happens if 
a nuclear power, like Russia or China, decides 
that it wants to attack another country—like 
Russia has just done—and all the other nations 
are afraid to try to stop them because it might 
lead to a world war? Right now, there is no rem-
edy for this. It’s is a gap that need to be filled.

Of course, the ultimate solution to this prob-
lem is, as the Radak says in his commentary 
on Isaiah’s prophecy, “The judge (referred to in 
the prophecy) is the King Moshiach…who will 
be the master of all the nations…And because 
of this, there will not be any war between one 
nation and another, because he will make peace 
between them.”

The Rebbe MHM has said that “All aspects 
of the Geula have already started to be ful-
filled—and have been accepted in the world” 
(sicha of Shoftim, 5751)

Having answered the big question, let’s sit 
back, relax, light up our pipes and start ana-
lyzing the events. So what exactly is happening 
right now with Russia and Ukraine? What’s 
going on with Putin? And, by the way, exactly 
who is this Putin anyway and what does he 
want?

Let’s start from the top—with the world. We 
know from the Rebbe Melech HaMoshiach’s 
sichos that we are in the Era of Moshiach. The 
world is moving forward in this era. So, for 
example, let’s look at the world as a train, a 
fast-moving express train on the track of Geula 
moving towards its final destination. Let’s say 

it’s moving eastward. There is a group of bad 
actors sitting in one of the cars of this train 
who say something like, “You know, we are 
not ready for this Geula yet. We don’t want it.” 
So, they all get up together (on this train) turn 
around and start walking backwards, westward. 
Where is this going to get them? Are they not 
on the same train with everyone else, moving 
at full speed on the Geula track toward its des-
tination, the complete Geula?

We may not know why these guys are walk-
ing backward. But we do know that they are 
on the same train with the rest of us moving 
towards the Geula, just as fast.

To be sure, miracles are taking place in this 
war. Early on in the war a non-Jewish priest in 
Ukraine sent out a letter describing some of the 
miracles. Everyone has noticed how the great 
and mighty Russian Army is somehow stalling 
in its attempt to conquer Ukraine (some of 
them have begun to turn on each other, and 
some of them have deserted), and how this un-
organized group of Ukrainians—from soldiers 
to grocery store workers—are succeeding in 
defending Ukrainian cities and in some cases 
pushing back on the Russians and taking back 
land already conquered by the Russians. Putin 
is desperate, as well as paranoid. 

Remember the 40-mile-long row of Russian 
tanks waiting outside Kiev, waiting to encircle 
the city then slowly move in and conquer the 
city. They were waiting outside Kiev—and wait-
ing and waiting and not moving an inch! Why? 
Some say that they couldn’t move in the mud. 
Some say they were out of gas, out of food, out 
of supplies. And some say that those Russians 
just didn’t want to go. They were mostly young 
soldiers who were lied to and told that they 
were just going on maneuvers. One of those 
captured said that he came with the army be-
cause he had signed a contract. He signed the 
contract because he was told that he had to…
and his life was threatened.



There are so many stories like this. Right 
now, the unprepared Russian soldiers are suf-
fering from frostbite. One Russian general said 
that about half of his troops are suffering from 
frostbite. Remember why Napoleon lost the 
war with Russia? Because the Russian winter 
set in and Napoleon’s troops weren’t able to 
handle it. This is Napoleon in reverse…Mir-
acles!

So, we see the Hand of G-d here. Indeed, 
what Putin is doing is against the laws of na-
ture. We are in a new era now—Swords into 
Plowshares. The world has changed. There is a 
new world order—and a new natural order. He 
is like the guys on the train walking backwards. 
He is like the fish who says, “I will not get my 
oxygen from the water (as in “the world will 
be filled with the knowledge of Hashem as the 
water covers the ocean bed,” Isaiah ch. 11). I will 
get my oxygen directly from the air. How long 
will that fish last?

So too, Putin will not last. There is already 
talk inside Russia of getting rid of Putin and 
replacing him with the head of the FSB. The 
oligarchs don’t like Putin because he is ruining 
their wealth (because of the sanctions); the 

generals don’t like him because he is wasting 
their resources on a useless war—and losing it! 
And those people in Russia who know what’s 
going on (Putin has taken over the communi-
cation services, including the internet) don’t 
like him either—he’s ruining Russia.

It’s time to talk about Putin himself. Right 
now, he’s the most talked about man in the 
world (maybe that’s what he wanted). Everyone 
wants to know how far Putin is going to go…
when will he stop?

Putin Gone Mad or Vlad the Bad?
There are basically two points of view on 

Putin’s insane war against Ukraine. One is 
that Putin is basically the good guy we always 
thought he was—relative to his being a Russian 
autocrat—but in recent years he has grown 
old (he’s almost 70), has become more con-
cerned with his legacy than anything else, and 
has severely isolated himself (primarily out of 
concern of Covid), has become paranoid and, 
in a word, went crazy. Have you seen the long 
table that he sits at when he receives foreign 
guests or even his own staff? He sits at one end 
of this very long table and his visitors sit all the 
way at the other end. For whatever reason, he 
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doesn’t want anyone near him. There are also 
credible reports that he has cancer.

The other point of view is that nothing 
happened to Putin. Regardless of his outward 
appearances, he is merely acting on plans that 
he has had all along.

Either way, Putin is finished. He invaded 
Ukraine and started a senseless, insane war. 
What he thought would be a 2-3 day operation, 
resulting in Russian troops being greeted by the 
population as liberators, turned out to be a long 
drawn out war against a civilian population. 
He did not count on the Ukrainians resisting 
him heroically. They want nothing to do with 
Putin and don’t want to live under his control.

Yes, civilians have been directly targeted in-
discriminately. He killed defenseless women 
and children and destroyed buildings every-
where. Entire cities, like Mariupol, have been 
destroyed and the people left have no food, 
water, heat or electricity.

There is no undoing this. These are war 
crimes from which there is no turning back. 
Putin will be gone and Russia will never be 
the same.

Putin’s Plans for Power
We still don’t know what’s going on in this 

man’s mind—what he wants and what he’s up 
to. Early on, we had a positive attitude towards 
him because he is good to the Jews, has been 
good (or at least fair) to Israel, and was very 
friendly to Prime Minister Netanyahu. The fact 
that Putin’s political enemies often wound-up 
dead, usually by poisoning but sometimes by 
outright assassination, was overlooked as nec-
essary to control the country. Putin’s presiden-
cy followed the 1990s, an era of chaos in Russia 
where the oligarchs were in control, getting 
very rich while the country remained poor. It 
was the Wild West of Russian society.

This mysterious man is the enigma of the 
century. Outwardly quiet and polite, there is 

a lot going on in his mind. To find out what it 
is we have to ask Putin himself. We have two 
sources: 

1. A long speech he gave at the “Munich 
Conference on Security Policy” in February, 
2007, and 

2. A long article he wrote titled “On the his-
torical Unity of Russians and Ukrainians” in 
July, 2021.

Both of these are too long to review here, 
but I would like to point out a few highlights:

In his speech (1), he opens with the ominous 
statement: “This conference’s structure allows 
me to avoid excessive politeness and the need 
to speak in roundabout, pleasant but empty 
diplomatic terms. This conference’s format 
will allow me to say what I really think about 
international security problems. And if my 
comments seem unduly polemical, pointed 
or inexact to our colleagues, then I would ask 
you not to get angry with me. After all, this is 
only a conference.”

He talks a lot about international disarma-
ment, but in the middle of it he says, 

“Plans to expand certain elements of the 
anti-missile defense system to Europe cannot 
help but disturb us. Who needs the next step 
of what would be, in this case—an inevitable 
arms race?...

“It turns out that NATO has put its front-
line forces on our borders, and we continue 
to strictly fulfill the treaty obligations and do 
not react to these actions at all…It represents 
a serious provocation that reduces the level 
of mutual trust. And we have the right to ask: 
against whom is this expansion intended? And 
what happened to the assurances our West-
ern partners made after the dissolution of the 
Warsaw Pact? Where are those declarations 
today?...Where are these guarantees?”

A preview of things to come?

Yet, he ends on a conciliatory note:
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“In conclusion…Russia is a country with a 
history that spans more than a thousand years 
and has practically always used the privilege to 
carry out an independent foreign policy. We 
are not going to change this tradition today. 

“At the same time, we are well aware of how 
the world has changed and we have a realistic 
sense of our own opportunities and potential. 
And, of course, we would like to interact with 
responsible and independent partners with 
whom we could work together in constructing 
a fair and democratic world order that would 
ensure security and prosperity not only for a 
select few, but for all.

“Thank you for your attention.”

Sounds like the Putin we learned to like—a 
good guy.

His article (2) can be summarized by its title. 
It is recommended that the reader take a look at 
both of these documents (available on Google).

According to Putin’s former KGB boss, 
Putin is not worried so much about external 
enemies; he is worried more about internal 
opposition. His main concern is to hold onto 
power—and to “make Russia great again.”

And what about the Moshiach side, which 
would be (putting the war aside for the mo-
ment), “…peace and unity, joint effort and 
mutual aid among the nations of the world, 
for the good of all mankind” (SIP sicha)?

According to Brian Kilmeade, a Fox News 
commentator, “Putin has done the impossi-
ble—he has unified Europe!”

Conclusion: What Should We Do Now?
I have learned the sichos of 5751-52 many 

times, but each time I learn one I see some-
thing new…

As I learned the SIP sicha (Mishpatim, 5752) 
recently, a question came to my mind: The first 
half of the sicha talks about the new develop-
ment of Swords into Plowshares in the world… 

Then, suddenly, in section 9, the Rebbe MHM 
starts saying that this increases the pain over 
the fact that the Geula is not complete. Why 
the sudden change in tone?!

It occurred to me that this is what happens: 
By nature, people need an enemy, an opposi-
tion, in order to be unified. So, if nations stop 
fighting each other, but the Geula is not com-
plete, people within nations will start turning 
against each other, having no common enemy. 
In fact, this has been happening in the U.S. for 
some time with Democrats moving further 
to the left and Republicans moving further 
to the right with no common ground and no 
compromise. 

We see this most starkly with Russia and 
Ukraine. First Putin makes a claim at length 
that Russians and Ukrainians are really one 
people—that historically they have always been 
so. Then he attacks them viciously, while ar-
resting and suppressing his own people who 
oppose the war! What’s the solution?

That’s why, in section 10, the Rebbe MHM 
starts talking about mishpat (justice, fair-
ness)—how people should relate to each other, 
especially in the middle of that section: “The 
conduct and the relationship between a man 
and his friend should be in a manner of two 
partners—that each one wants the good of the 
second partner…” (The rest of the sicha follows 
this pattern.)

Only with this attitude is it possible for peo-
ple not to turn against each other, while we wait 
for the Geula to be complete.

But the main thing is for us to keep our 
faith strong—even when our knowledge is 
incomplete. We are on the fast track toward 
the Geula and the train is moving forward…
As the prophet Malachi says, “Suddenly he will 
enter his chamber—the master whom you are 
seeking.” ■
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MomentsWith The RebbeMomentsWith The Rebbe
THE BLEACHERS

1. Over the decades, thousands of 
guests stood on the large wooden 

bleachers.

Lubavitchers  called it a pyramid 
(Heb) while Poilishe Chassidim call 
it paranches. In American English 
they are called bleachers. Whatev-
er it’s called, it is constructed as the 
ideal solution for including as many 
people as possible in a limited space. 
It consists of levels of strong wooden 
planks that won’t break even when 
many people are standing on it.

2. Most of the time, the bleachers were 
used at the Rebbe’s big farbrengens, 

to enable people to see the Rebbe. How-
ever, due to the distance, it wasn’t always 
possible to hear the Rebbe clearly. This 
is why it wasn’t first choice for veteran 
Chassidim, residents of Crown Heights 
or the tmimim. It was used mostly by 
guests or by people who did not under-
stand Yiddish and seeing the Rebbe was 
all they wanted.

12 Tammuz 5747. Chassidim fill the bleachers (on the 
far wall, to the left of the Rebbe) during a large 
farbrengen.
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3. At the end of Elul 5752, the 
bleachers were dismantled in or-

der to build a room for the Rebbe to 
daven in. Due to the medical situation, 
his place was moved from the east to 
the west. Naturally, nearly all of the 
congregants turned to face that way... 

For Succos, a balcony was added to 
the room and the Rebbe would come 
out at the end of tefillos to encourage 
the singing of Yechi.

4. Today, it is part of the women’s 
section that encircles the big zal.■

20 Menachem Av 5753. The Rebbe on the balcony 
built above the place of the bleachers, during a 
children’s rally in honor of the day.

30 Tishrei 5752. Tmimim standing on the bleachers 
during yechidus for talmidei ha’tmimim before 
they returned home.

26 Tishrei 5748. At the end of a series of 
yechiduyos klaliyos for guests, the Rebbe 
collects the panim before leaving the beis 
medrash. In the background are the empty 
bleachers.
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The Rebbe’s Guidance 
on Writing to the Rebbe

QUESTION > I’m a teacher in the seventh grade. In preparation for Yud Aleph Nissan 
I would like to speak to the students about writing to the Rebbe. Any 

guidance as to what I should tell them? 

Answer > This is indeed an 
important topic to 

discuss with your talmidim. The following 
are some general guidelines to share with your 
students in regards to writing to the Rebbe 
(from the letters of the Rebbe himself):

A. NOT TO BE “TZaROS CHASSIDIM”

(1) “There is a well-known adage of my re-
vered father-in-law, the Rebbe, הכ“מ: There are 
‘tzaros Chassidim,’ individuals who recall the 
Rebbe and Chassidus when something undesir-
able occurs to them; then they write a pidyon. 
But when things work out, [they return to the 
norm:] ‘...Each under his vine and under his 
fig tree...’

…“My intent is not to evoke anything that 
is the opposite of the quality of mercy, Heaven 
forbid. I am simply amazed with compounded 
amazement about those who have the choice 

whether to be ‘Polishe’ chassidim, tzaros 
Chassidim, or womanlike Chassidim — or to 
try, at least somewhat, to be the type of Chassid 
that the Nesiim of the teachings of Chabad 
demanded of us. We have tasted the flavor of 
the light that is good. And, nevertheless, we first 
become family men. Afterwards, we become 
occupied [with worldly concerns] and then 
we recite a line of Chassidus and [think that] 
it is enough and that nothing more should be 
demanded of us.” (Igros, Vol. 3 p. 416; #713)

(2) “After a long interruption, I received 
your letter with your pa”n, which will be read 
at the tziyun of the Rebbe. It is a wonder on 
the Anash — especially the bachurim — that 
notwithstanding the fact that I have mentioned 
that if they would write to me besuros tovos
(good news), this would lessen the times that 
they would need to write about negative things, 
they have not acted on it.” (Igros, Vol. 20 p. 
325; #7746).

 TheRebbe On Chinuch
Rabbi Gershon AvtzonRabbi Gershon AvtzonRabbi Gershon Avtzon
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B. BEING HONEST WITH THE REBBE
“There is no need to apologize for writing 

the truth to me, (even though it was not ‘pret-
ty’). I have written to many of Anash that writ-
ing the complete and unfiltered truth — even if 
the truth is not nice — is the appropriate thing 
to do and this has been the way of Chassidim 
from all previous generations. 

“This is especially true in our orphaned 
generation … as I will be receiving the neg-
ative news from others who are not fond of 
Lubavitch — and thus tend to exaggerate the 
negative things — and if I would hear the true 
story from friends (even if it is not a nice story), 
it would lessen the aggravation that I receive.” 
(Igros, Vol. 14 p.368; #5141).

C. ENCOURAGING OTHERS TO WRITE TO 
THE REBBE

“There was a young man who was forced 
to flee from his location. Now this person is 
not one who has a connection with the Divine 
service of [meditative] prayer. He is not devot-
ed to the abstract contemplation of Chassidus
(a maskil), nor to the applications of these 
teachings in his efforts for self-refinement (an 
oveid). He does not [even] have a beard. He 
never studied in Tomchei Tmimim or in any 
other yeshiva. This person jour neyed to a very 
distant place, one far removed in both a phys-
ical sense and in its connection to Jewish life. 
After a short time passed, men and women 
from that place began to develop a relationship 
with my revered father-in-law, the Rebbe Shlita.

“For example, a businesswoman who was 
offered an oppor tunity to rent a store and a 
dwelling either in one part of the city or anoth-
er asked the Rebbe Shlita to decide what she 
should do. She has never seen him. And she 
knows that my revered father-in-law, the Rebbe 
Shlita, has never been in her city, nor even in 
her country. She is not part of the Chassidic 
brotherhood, nor are her roots there. But she 
heard the young man [mentioned above] speak 

sincerely, with words coming from the heart, 
that there is a Rebbe among the Jewish peo-
ple, that he is not bound by the limitations of 
nature, and that a person who wants to follow 
a secure path — be it in business or in direct-
ing his household — should not raise his hand 
without asking the Rebbe. She saw that the 
young man’s words reflected his inner feelings, 
because words of truth can be recognized, and 
she asked that her question be written [to the 
Rebbe].” (Igros, Vol. 3 p. 54; #445)

D. The Rebbe Cares About Your “Petty” 
Things 

The Moshiach Connection: It is important 
to share with the talmidim that the Rebbe is 
very interested in hearing from them, even if 
they consider themselves small, simple and 
not worthy. This is a trait of Moshiach (HaYom 
Yom for Rosh Chodesh Av): “The distinctive 
quality of Moshiach will be his humility. 
Though he will be on the highest level, and will 
teach Torah to the Avos and Moshe Rabbeinu, 
he will nevertheless possess ultimate humility 
and self-effacement, and will teach even simple 
folk.” ■

,,   It is important to share 
with the talmidim that the 
Rebbe is very interested in 
hearing from them, even if 

they consider themselves 
small, simple and not 

worthy. This is a trait of 
Moshiach
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MOSHIACH - FEELING AND HEALING 
LOVESICKNESS FOR G-DLINESS

BEGIN WITH A GRIN

A dermatologist to a patient with a skin prob-
lem:

“You must apply cream to your skin every day 
after you shower.”

The patient: “Sorry doctor, I can’t.”

Doctor: “Why not?”

Patient: “I only shower twice a week ...”

sick of exile?

This week we read parshas Metzora which, 
surprisingly, has a deep and direct connection 
with Moshiach. We usually find a connection 
to Moshiach or Geula in one (or more) stories 
or topics in a parsha, sometimes at the begin-
ning of the parsha, sometimes at the end, and 
sometimes in the middle. What’s unique about 
this parsha is that the connection to Moshiach 
is seen already in the name of the parsha!

The Gemara (Sanhedrin 98a) tells us about 
an interesting encounter between Rabbi 
Yehoshua ben Levi and Eliyahu HaNavi, as the 
latter was standing at the entrance to the cave 
of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. He decided to ask 
Eliyahu the question of all questions: When is 
Moshiach coming already?

The answer was, “Ask him yourself.”

“How can I find and identify him?” asked 
R’ Yehoshua.

“He is sitting at the entrance to Rome among 
a band of beggars who are lepers and he is also 
a leper.”

On the next page, the Gemara discusses the 
name of Moshiach. Each of the sages interprets 
Moshiach’s name as being similar or identical 
to his own. For example, Rabi Shila expounded 
that Moshiach’s name will be Shiloh, while Rabi 
Yannai expounded that Moshiach’s name will 
be Yinon. Rabi Chanina found a verse that 
says that Moshiach’s name will be Chanina 
and some say that his name is Menachem ben 
Chizkiya. 

At the end of this Talmudic discussion the 
view of the sages is that Moshiach’s name is: 
“The metzora of Beis Rebbi.” To prove this they 
bring the famous verse in Yeshaya (53:4), “In-
deed, he bore our illnesses, and our pains - he 
carried them, yet we accounted him as plagued, 
smitten by God and oppressed.” Moshiach will 
be afflicted, i.e. with tzoraas which is why he is 
called, “the metzora of Beis Rebbi.”

The obvious question is, why will Moshiach 
have such a negative name? Is there no nicer 

PARASHA Of The Future
Rabbi Nissim Lagziel
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name, one suitable for someone who is going 
to redeem the Jewish people from exile? And 
if someone were to say that it is to allude to the 
suffering of exile which Moshiach suffers until 
the coming of the Geula, then why not call him 
something else that refers to suffering, sickness 
and pain? Must he be called a metzora-leper?!

In an amazing sicha, the Rebbe explains the 
deeper meaning of this. First, we need to ask 
why it is that in recent generations we don’t 
find the skin condition called tzoraas. It is safe 
to assume that none of us has ever heard or 
seen someone (or something) that is sick with 
tzoraas. Why?

The Alter Rebbe explains in Likutei Torah 
(Tazria 22:2) that the metzora is called “adam” 
as it says, “Adam - If a man has a se’eith, a sap-
pachath, or a bahereth on the skin of his flesh.” 
The title “adam” alludes to lofty stature and 
importance. The Torah description of “adam” 
refers to the perfect man, “a man whose deeds 
are perfected,” a person who rectified all parts 
of his body and soul to the point that evil is 
distant from him. If there remains any evil it is 
only in “the skin of his flesh,” in the most exter-
nal part of him, which is why signs of tzoraas 
emerge. This is in order to get him to fix even 
the external, superficial evil that clings to him 
from without. Today, we don’t have people like 
this. Unfortunately, the evil is (still) within, an 
inseparable part of us. This is why we don’t have 
people with tzoraas today.

This can explain why Moshiach is called a 
metzora, because it represents someone who 
is perfect, one who has no (inner) connection 
with evil and sin. It is expressed in the fact 
that the sickness and suffering that Moshiach 
suffers during exile is external, something that 
comes from the sins of the Jewish people. As 
far as Moshiach himself is concerned, he has 
no connection with this. In essence, he is com-
plete, perfect. However, he is involved in fixing 
the bad deeds of the Jewish people. He works to 
refine the world and the evil within it and this 

(is liable to) affect (even) him but just in the 
“skin of his flesh,” externally. Not, G-d forbid, 
internally.

The Rebbe doesn’t suffice with this expla-
nation because, after all, the name of some-
thing indicates its essence. If a certain person 
is called by a certain name, the name teaches 
us about the primary aspect of his personality 
and life. As for our subject, if Moshiach is called 
a metzora, it teaches us that the main point of 
Moshiach is tzoraas - evil and impurity. How 
can we say such a ridiculous thing? It’s true that 
Moshiach will be a metzora. It’s also true that 
he suffers the pains of exile, but why call him 
that? Why make it a “name?”

(As the saying goes – not everything that is 
true needs to be said.)

This would seem to be a marginal aspect 
of his personality, a detail that exists only in 
exile, a negative point that we try free ourselves 
from. Then why call him that? Every simple 
Jew knows that Moshiach is about redeeming 
the Jewish people, so why call him metzora?

We have to say that the name metzora also 
(and primarily) has a positive aspect, an aspect 
that underscores the redemptive part of his 
personality and the goodness and holiness that 
he will bring along with all that.

INTENSE LOVESICKNESS

The Rebbe explains that the afflictions of 
negaim/tzoraas represent an intensification 
of the energies of holiness. This is a powerful 
G-dly chayus that only lacks “vessels.” It lacks 
the proper form of expression which is why it 
is expressed (sometimes) in a negative manner. 
Take a young bachur, for example, who has 
endless energy, so much energy that he doesn’t 
know what to do with it, which is why it is (of-
ten) expressed in negative ways, at the wrong 
time or in the wrong places. Every parent and 
teacher knows about this.
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Or, for example, a person who once experi-
enced a sincere teshuva. He was full of powerful 
feelings of G-dly holiness and felt ready to give 
his life for the Torah and to do anything for 
matters of holiness. But if he lacks the “ves-
sels,” he lacks healthy means of expressing those 
feelings, it can lead to a spiritual descent and 
crash. He is so filled with emotion and feelings 
that this is liable to derail the normal course 
of his life - similar to the story of Nadav and 
Avihu which we read about in parshas Shemini. 
These two holy sons of Aharon could not hold 
themselves back from offering a “strange fire” 
which led to their deaths!

Tzoraas is emblematic of the same condi-
tion. On the one hand, limitless G-dly ener-
gy. On the other hand, vessels are lacking to 
express it. It’s a situation of “ratzo” without 
“shuv,” an ascent without a descent back into 
the everyday life of Torah and mitzvos, and it 
leads to impurity!

This is precisely the reason that Moshiach is 
called a metzora, because his job is to bring this 
unlimited energy into the world. He is going 
to bring a tremendous love for G-dliness to 
the world, a love on the level of “with all your 
might,” love and burning desire to be subsumed 
within the Creator, but (and this is a big ‘but’) 
he does this with vessels. Moshiach will create 
and prepare suitable receptacles for that G-dly 
energy. Not to allow the emotions to control 
us; on the contrary, to use them in the right 
way to bring about positive results. The goal 

is to draw down G-dliness which will rectify, 
solidify and stabilize the world and not negate 
it out of existence.

This is why Moshiach is called a metzora in 
order to teach us that it is possible to combine 
the “ratzo” and the “shuv,” the “light” and the 
“vessel,” the neshama and the body, spirituality 
and physicality. We can live in the world and be 
above it at the same time. One can be a Chassid 
who is devoted to spreading the the Besura of 
the Rebbe while having  Ahavas Yisrael (even) 
for someone with whom one doesn’t agree.

TO CONCLUDE WITH A STORY

We will end with a story about a Jew who 
not only suffered the illness of exile but sacri-
ficed himself for the coming of the Geula. R’ 
Shlomo Molcho (whom the Rebbe mentioned 
several times, see Hisvaadus Purim 5714, for 
example) was born in 1500 as one of the anusim 
in Portugal with the name Diego Pires. He was 
educated in the church and had an important 
government position. He decided to abandon 
all this for the Geula. He had himself circum-
cised and took the name Shlomo Molcho which 
some interpret as an indication of his desire 
to restore the Malchus Beis Dovid (“Shlomo 
HaMelech”).

He was a mystic who delved into the secrets 
of the Torah and became a great kabbalist un-
der the influence of the kabbalist Rabbi Yosef 
Taitazak and even corresponded with Rabbi 
Yosef Caro, author of the Beis Yosef. He held 
debates with the seventh pope to the point of 
mesirus nefesh and this was only in order to 
bring the Geula. He spent his life traveling from 
one Jewish community to another, inspiring 
those who heard his fiery speeches about the 
coming of Moshiach and the Geula. In the 
end, his generation was not worthy, and he 
was burned al kiddush Hashem, something 
that even the Beis Yosef did not merit. To end 
on a good note -

Good Shabbos! ■

,,   if Moshiach is called 
a metzora, it teaches us 
that the main point of 
Moshiach is tzoraas - evil 
and impurity. How can we say 
such a ridiculous thing?
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“Every mitzva for which the Jewish 
people sacrificed themselves 

during a time of shmad (forced apostasy) like 
avoda zara, and which they accepted happily, 
like bris mila, is something they still maintain.” 
(Gemara Shabbos)

One could say that this statement of Chazal 
contains the entire subject of hiskashrus; the 
two components of hiskashrus are devotion 
and joy.

In Tanya, chapter 18, the Alter Rebbe ex-
plains the segula and advantage of the hidden 

love within every Jewish heart. Where does 
this love come from, considering that it is a 
love that exists even if we didn’t work on devel-
oping it but only on awakening it? The Rebbe 
answers that it is a legacy from our ancestors 
who sacrificed themselves for love of Hashem. 
It seems that when a person sacrifices himself 
for a particular thing or trait, it has an effect on 
his descendants; this thing will be theirs too. In 
other words, mesirus nefesh affects a change in 
such a way that the acquired trait passes down 
to future generations.
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WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF MESIRUS NEFESH?

It means to go with the Rebbe without calcu-
lations, which is no simple matter. To conduct 
oneself with mesirus nefesh for Jewish women 
means devotion to matters of the home, raising 
children in the ways of Chassidus, helping one’s 
husband, and encouraging him, pleasantly, to 
add in good and holy things. 

In our generation, mesirus nefesh is being 
particular about tznius, it’s doing everything so 
that shalom bayis prevails, and this is a subject 
that demands study and effort, and changing 
one’s character. It means to try to learn and 
inject sincerity into our conduct and care in 
halacha and minhag, and with joy. 

If we do this, even if we are gevoreners (those 
who became Lubavitch, not born to it), the 
Chassidic chain will begin here, in full force. 
Regarding this, the Rebbe Rayatz said, “What 
is given from Above for toil and avoda is in-
calculable.”

As challenging as it is, this conduct comes 
with receipts and its rewards are Chassidishe 
families whose devotion and hiskashrus to the 
Rebbe and Chassidus effects a change in them 
and goes from generation to generation and 
from continent to continent, and withstands 
tests of mesirus nefesh of verious types; wheth-
er in Russia, the United States, Morocco, etc. 
The Rebbe Rayatz writes about the power of 
mesirus nefesh for inyanei Chassidus (Likutei 
Dibburim), “ … every Chassidic branch carries 
within it the Chassidic marrow and blood … 
don’t look at his appearance; that was caused 
by the environment, a life of commotion and 
desires, while deep, deep within, pulses in the 
veins and head … the fervor of the grandfather 
and the mesirus nefesh of the great-grandfa-
ther.”

True, this mesirus nefesh is like the pintele
Yid, like hidden love, which needs addition-
al support and help to emerge. This is done 
through daily actions that strengthen this 

point. These actions are, for example, the fact 
that in Chabad one generally does not marry 
one who isn’t Lubavitch, one tries to immerse 
in a Chabad mikva, to learn in Chabad schools 
where Chassidus and hiskashrus to the Rebbe 
are learned, and exacting adherence to Chabad 
customs.

WORK WITH THE ANIMAL SOUL

All that is mentioned above has to do with 
the conduct of the parents with themselves, and 
the children are affected by this indirectly (in 
a way of “makif ”), i.e., the soul garment they 
are born with, seeing a role model at home, etc. 
However, this indirect influence is not enough 
since chinuch means that the behavior you 
want to instill goes deeply into the mechunach. 
In other words, his animal soul also agrees to 
this behavior and even, ultimately, desires it.

To achieve this goal, we need to include the 
other element that creates hiskashrus – joy 
and pleasure. The transmission of the ways of 
Chassidic conduct to the child is with joy and 
delight.

If, at home, they see that erev Pesach is a 
miserable time, that following Chabad customs 
means causing a child to suffer on Pesach be-
cause they are not allowed to eat commercial 
products, and this is forbidden and that is for-
bidden… and at his yeshiva perhaps they don’t 
listen to him, the result will be a child who loves 
the Rebbe in a revealed way and will never say 
a word against him, but they don’t follow the 
actual practices. That is because kabbolas ol 
is not something you can force on someone. 

Mesirus nefesh, meaning – giving over one’s 
ratzon in day-to-day life, comes after the ani-
mal soul agrees to this! It appears in the wake of 
kabbolas ol (kabbolas ol is to fulfill the mitzvos 
with an inner desire to do G-d’s will in the best 
possible way) with joy. And the kabbolas ol 
comes after the delight and joy in doing mitzvos 

cont. on p. 56
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Orly Cohen  •

There’s a rich man and a poor man 
– which of them must have 

special and distinctive cuisine? It might seem 
that the pauper would be more excited when 
he gets an impressive and exceptional meal. 
However, the truth is that it’s specifically the 
wealthy man who’s more connected to such 
delicacies, and if they’re taken away from him, 
he’ll feel that he can’t live without them. Simi-
larly, we find with someone who grew up with 
the Rebbe, living every moment in his general 
surroundings. The Rebbe is deeply rooted in his 
character, and it’s literally impossible to sever 
this connection permanently.

Living with the Rebbe; experiencing this 
sense of warmth surrounding you from every 
side; having bittul towards the Rebbe; fulfilling 
the Rebbe’s will. All of us would want to be 
there, feeling that it’s a part of us. Most of us 
need to make a considerable effort to connect to 
the Rebbe with a proper hiskashrus. However, 
there are those who were privileged to grow up 
with the Rebbe, literally breathing the Rebbe as 
simply as breathing air in our daily lives. One 
such person is Rebbetzin Risa Yurkowitz, wife 
of Rabbi Baruch Boaz Yurkowitz, rav of the 
Chabad community in Lod. 

Rebbetzin Yurkowitz is one of those “rich” 
people. In my conversation with Rebbetzin 
Yurkowitz, I didn’t hear about any special, 
unusual, and exciting moments, since as 
she describes, “We lived with the Rebbe!” 
Everything was with the Rebbe and around 
the Rebbe. Rebbetzin Yurkowitz is a woman 
of action, a modest woman who shuns 
prominence, and all her actions are connected 
to the Rebbe in a manner that has been adopted 
since infancy. 

“Even when we were children, everything re-
volved around the Rebbe,” Rebbetzin Yurkowitz 

described. As little kids in the courtyard of 770, 
they didn’t go into the farbrengens; instead they 
played in the buildings around 770. However, if 
there was special singing or some other unique 
occurrence, they wanted to see and take part. 
Everyone followed to see where the Rebbe was 
– getting into his car, getting out of his car, etc. 
“There was literally a feeling of awe. Everyone 
knew that regarding matters connected to the 
Rebbe, you didn’t interfere and you didn’t ask 
questions,” she recalled. 

On Shabbos, they all stood in line to hear a 
“Good Shabbos” as soon as the Rebbe came out, 
and those who managed to do so would proud-
ly say, “I was zoche to get a ‘Good Shabbos’ 
from the Rebbe!” Their whole lives revolved 
around “Will there be a farbrengen or not?”, 
and if there was a farbrengen, then all other 
activity came to a halt. For example, “Mesibos 
Shabbos” that children had did not take place 
during a farbrengen because the counselors 
went to the Rebbe’s farbrengen.

“When we had to write to the Rebbe each 
year for our birthday, we related to the task with 
the utmost seriousness. We wrote several drafts, 
and if there was even a punctuation mark out 
of place, we started the letter over.”

Rebbetzin Yurkowitz’s father was Rabbi 
Yehoshua Pinson, one of the founders of Beis 
Rivkah in Europe, appointed to the adminis-
tration by the Rebbe Rayatz. In addition, he 
was a member of the worldwide “ Vaad Agu-
das Chassidei Chabad” and was involved with 
“Ezras Achim”, an organization that assists Jews 
throughout the former Soviet Union. For many 
years, Rabbi Pinson served as a gabbai in 770, 
running all matters pertaining to the shul with 
great dedication. An interesting trivia fact: He 
is the one who instituted the custom of reading 
the daily HaYom Yom after Shacharis in 770.
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Rebbetzin Yurkowitz describes her father as 
“a Chassid from top to bottom! For him, the 
Rebbe was everything! Every summer, we all 
went on summer vacation to the mountains, 
while he never agreed to go. Each week, he 
wrote a report to the Rebbe, devoted to him in 
every respect. “If the Rebbe made a farbrengen, 
all previous plans were cancelled!” Rebbetzin 
Risa recalled how her father’s endless devotion 
to the Rebbe affected the children as well. 

Even her maternal grandfather, Rabbi 
Avraham Eliyahu Plotkin, was a person who 
worked for the public good. He was privileged 
to receive special expressions of closeness and 
affection from the Rebbe Rashab and the Rebbe 
Rayatz. Despite enduring the terribly difficult 
wandering and travels in the Soviet Union of 
the Second World War, he served as a rav wher-
ever he went.

PRIDE IN BEING A WOMAN

“Every time I received a dollar from the 
Rebbe, I would go out in tears from the flood 
of emotions. The feeling was that my soul was 
crying out, ‘I will do all that I can! I will try to be 
better!’ Rebbetzin Yurkowitz describes Sunday 
dollars distribution, which she experienced on 
many occasions. 

She was also privileged to have yechidus
(private audiences) with the Rebbe. “I twice 
went in to the Rebbe for a yechidus. Before 
going in, I prepared myself by studying the 
Rebbe’s teachings and writing a letter. During 
the yechidus, the feeling was one of fear and 
awe, so much that I could hardly hear a thing.”

“The audience before my wedding was most 
joyous and filled with brachos from the Rebbe. 
Participating in the yechidus were the chassan, 
his parents, myself, and my parents.” 

The Rebbe’s direct talks to Chassidestes is not 

After selling the “Mitzvos” on Motzaei Shabbos Bereshis, Rabbi Pinson (wearing a shtreimel as per the tradition...) 
says l’chaim to the Rebbe
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the kind of thing that is acceptable everywhere. 
Rebbetzin Yurkowitz speaks most fervently 
about how the Rebbe “built the women”, as she 
puts it. “The Rebbe placed the women on a very 
high level. He gave the women a great sense of 
pride in being women. He invested much effort 
in his sicha for women, held three times a year. 
The Rebbe told them of their innate abilities, 
giving them the strength to fulfill their mis-
sion.” To pursue this point further, Rebbetzin 
Yurkowitz tells about an answer from the Rebbe 
that she received, which proved quite mean-
ingful for her throughout the years. “Once, the 
Rebbe told me to ‘utilize my talents.’” When 
I asked her which talents the Rebbe meant, 
she replied with her characteristic modesty: 
“I really don’t know.” Then, she immediately 
continued, “However, every time I encountered 
some difficulty, this answer gave me a push.”

Four months after their wedding, Rabbi 
Yurkowitz was offered a position as rosh 
mesivta and mashpia in Yeshivas Tomchei 
Tmimim in Morristown, New Jersey. “I thought 
that it would be appropriate that he continue 
his Torah studies, and the Rebbe told us that 
any decision must be with the wife’s consent. 
I was greatly moved by this answer, feeling 
that the Rebbe was taking my opinion into 
consideration, the opinion of a young newly 
married woman. In fact, I was eventually 
convinced that my husband could continue 
to study there as well, since this was a yeshiva 
gedola. We moved to Morristown and lived 
there for ten years.”

In 5748, the Yurkowitzs emigrated to Eretz 
Yisroel at the Rebbe’s instructions. Rabbi 
Yurkowitz learned for three years in kollel to 
become a qualified rabbinic authority. 

Once his rabbinical studies had been com-
pleted, he and his wife discussed where they 
would go now. “We thought about returning 
to Crown Heights. We asked the Rebbe, and he 
instructed us to seek the advice of the Chabad 
rabbanim in Eretz Yisrael. We consulted with 

Rabbi Dovid Chanzin from Petach Tikva, and 
he told us to move to Lod. To put it mildly, we 
weren’t particularly enthused by the suggestion, 
and we told Rabbi Chanzin that we didn’t think 
it would be appropriate. ‘You are Chassidim,’ he 
told us. ‘Write to the Rebbe and tell him that 
you don’t like the idea!’ We composed a detailed 
letter to the Rebbe, giving various reasons why 
we didn’t think it would be appropriate to move 
to Lod. The Rebbe’s reply was brief and concise: 
‘Accept the offer.’ We’ve been in Lod ever since,” 
she said with a smile. 

Today, Rabbi Yurkowitz serves as the rav of 
the Chabad community and neighborhood in 
Lod, while his wife assumed a wide variety of 
community responsibilities. Among them are 
the classes she gives in the Laws of Taharas 
HaMishpacha and other subjects befitting the 
specific time of year. She is the first to provide 
help and assistance to all those in need in any 
area. With humility and endless strengths, she 
works tirelessly even in matters of education, 
participating in parents’ committees at 
local schools, serving as a living example 
of a Chassidic education in yiras shamayim
and hiskashrus to the Rebbe shlita Melech 
HaMoshiach.

At the conclusion of the interview with 
Rebbetzin Yurkowitz, I felt a little like the way 
she described the feeling of being at dollars 
distribution. A feeling of spiritual elevation, a 
feeling of Rebbe. I want to be better, try harder, 
and have greater hiskashrus.

Are my kashrus standards on a level that the 
Rebbe would want? What about the manner in 
which we relate to each of the members of our 
family? While it may be true that I didn’t grow 
up with the Rebbe, nevertheless, the stories 
of Chassidim who were totally devoted to the 
Rebbe, and Rebbetzin Yurkowitz, who lived 
every moment of her life with the Rebbe, in-
spire us with a fervent desire to be a part of this 
glorious holiness and hiskashrus to the Rebbe, 
Melech HaMoshiach. ■



Recap: Noa, shlucha in a neighbor-
hood in Yerushalayim, visits 

her mother’s gravesite. A large chareidi family 
arrives at the cemetery helps to make a min-
yan for Kaddish. Noa feels that there’s some 
inner connection between this family and her 
late mother. However, her efforts to find this 
connection prove unsuccessful. At the same 
time, she tries to establish a sense of unity be-
tween the sisters-in-law, but her efforts fall 
flat. With the encouragement of her mashpia, 
Noa decides to strengthen her connection with 
her father. A very close and warm relation-
ship quickly develops between them. Devora 
Goldschmidt, daughter of Sara Erlstein a”h, 
renews contact.

Tzvi gets out of the elevator on the third 
floor. He stops for a moment, hes-

itates, and then decides to turn left. He looks 
at all the closed doors down the long corridor. 
Near the sixth door, he halts. “Amos Cohen, 
Investment Advisor.” He straightens his tie for 

37
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a moment, combs back his forelock with his 
fingers, and knocks formally on the door. “It’s 
open!” a voice called from inside the office. 

He opened the door and walked in with 
sure steps. A moment later, he stopped dead 
in his tracks, his mouth agape in shock. This 
is not the way he imagined the gifted advisor 
that his insurance agent, Benny Abramowitz, 
recommended so highly. 

He took a step back, looked again at the sil-
ver-plated sign attached to the door outside. 
“Amos Cohen, Investment Advisor.” This was 
the right place. Apparently, it was the highly 
qualified advisor who was a little mixed up…

The office was a colossal mess. Complete-
ly upside down. There was no better word to 
describe it. Behind the heavy office table piled 
with newspapers, documents, books, and file 
folders – there sat on an old used office chair – 
a curly-haired man, slightly heavy set, dressed 
in a green tricot shirt covered by a gray and 
white checkered button-down shirt. He was 
busy pulling something out of one of the piles, 
and then he just muttered: “Another moment, 
please, OK?” 

“I’m waiting,” Tzvi replied in his low voice. 
He again straightened his tie with an involun-
tary motion of his hand. He laughed to him-
self: Even if he wouldn’t have tied it, even if he 
would have tied it backwards – it still would 
have looked good in comparison to what was 
happening around him…

Amos extricated the file he was looking for, 
but it caused a small collapse. Yet, this didn’t 
seem to move him. He gingerly straightened 
what was left, gathered up what had fallen, and 
then finally raised his eyes. “Welcome!” he said, 
smiling broadly. “Why don’t you sit down?” 
he asked as he circled the table and removed 
the large piles of papers on one of the chairs 
standing there.  

Tzvi brushed the barely visible dust from 
off the chair and sat down, placing his case on 
his knees.

“Yes,” Amos smiled. “What brings you to 
us today?” Tzvi coughed slightly, as if he was 
still hesitant whether he had come to the right 
place. Afterwards, he pulled out a stapled file 
folder. He placed it on one of the piles fac-
ing Amos Cohen and said: “I have all kinds 
of funds that I have accumulated, invested in 
various projects. Everything is detailed here 
in this folder.”

Amos opened the folder and began scanning 
through the pages as he rocked himself in his 
chair. “It seems that you invested your money 
rather well. Why have you come to me?” 

Tzvi took a deep breath, quickly collecting 
his thoughts in his mind. “I have twelve grand-
children from my three children, and also….
also an adopted son, you might say.”

“G-d has been good to you,” Amos smiled. 

Tzvi smiled as well. “I want to open sav-
ings accounts for them, or trust accounts, or 
whatever you might recommend to be the most 
profitable and secure, of course.”  

“I understand.” Amos was now spurred to 
action. “Come, let’s see what we can do.” He 
moved with his chair towards the computer 
table standing at the side of the office, a bar-
ren corner with another chair for Tzvi. Amos 
began racing with his computer mouse across 
the screen.

He opened windows, created diagrams, in-
serted data into simulators. Speaking to him-
self a little, he asks numerous questions and 
provides explanations to Tzvi sitting near him. 

The pace becomes frenetic. Within a few 
minutes after the moment the computer was 
turned on, Tzvi felt that he was being drawn 
into a tunnel, unable to see anything except 
numbers…
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When Amos finished creating a good and 
solid investment program – Tzvi breathed a 
sigh of relief. He looks at his watch, has it al-
ready been an hour? Now, he understands what 
they were talking about when they sent him 
here… He paid the amount they had agreed 
upon on the phone, when he made the ap-
pointment to meet. He moves to shake Amos’ 
hand as an expression of his sincere thanks. 
As Amos’ large hand grasps his, Tzvi suddenly 
remembers something: “Tell me, when I open 
these trust funds in the children’s names, does 
the bank inform them about this?” 

“Obviously,” Amos smiled. “That’s all the 
fun, isn’t it? The moment that you inform 
them… Personally, I wouldn’t wait until you 
get notification from the bank…”

Amos still didn’t release Tzvi’s hand, and 
Tzvi felt a little perplexed. “I’ll tell you what,” 
he whispered. “I’m only in touch with some 
of them, while with the others, I’ll still trying 
to re-establish contact. So, perhaps I should 
wait on this until a connection can be built 
between us.” 

Amos tilted his head to the side. He now 
placed his other hand upon his as well, envel-
oping Tzvi’s hand from every direction.

“Don’t wait, Abba’le,” he said. “For what? 
Parents are little like G-d, aren’t they? When 
He brings down the rain, He brings it down for 
everyone, not just for those connected to Him. 
You have what to give? Give it. Our children – 
they’re all what’s left to us in the end.”

Now, it’s a shul. It’s small and dusty, and it 
has the smell of age. Rachel grabbed 

me in the afternoon and gave me the key. 

“It’s a pity that it’s closed,” she said. “Wipe off 
the dust and wash the floor, so they can organize 
minyanim for Mincha and Maariv there.”

“To whom do I return the key?” I ask her.

“Hold on to it for the time being. I have an-
other one.” 

I get an idea. “Can I continue cleaning at 
night after work?” 

“Of course,” she replies. “You’ll also have time 
to check that all the windows are closed tightly 
and perhaps go through the sefarim to see if there 
are any in need of repair.” 

I go inside and start raising the chairs. There 
was a carpeted bench in the kitchen, similar to 
what you find in Sephardic synagogues. I’ll have 
where to sleep at night. I didn’t feel right lying 
to her this way, but I didn’t have any choice. I 
lock the shul up reasonably clean and run to my 
job as a waiter. 

After work, I go back in quietly with my key. 
I feel like a thief. On the old kitchen counter, 
there was a jar of instant coffee and a package of 
sugar, which hadn’t been there before. A folded 
mattress was waiting in the corner.

I wasn’t fooling anyone. They had me pegged 
right away. 

At that moment, it became clear to me – I’ll 
give my life to this shul. It can be certain that it 
fell into the right hands. ■

To be continued…

,,   After work, I go back in 
quietly with my key. I feel like 

a thief. On the old kitchen 
counter, there was a jar of 

instant coffee and a package 
of sugar, which hadn’t been 

there before. 
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that comes as a result of chinuch with a smile, 
closeness and understanding the child – who 
this child is into whose eyes we are gazing. Do 
we, the parents and mechanchim, see him? Do 
we know him from the inside, his character, 
good points and weak points? When he fails do 
we ask him with an accusing point of a finger, 
“Why did you fail?” or lovingly ask him, “How 
can I help you?”

Therefore, Chassidishe chinuch, like all the 
other revelations of higher truths in creation, 
seems paradoxical. Do you want a child who is 
mekushar? Don’t pressure him; he will come on 
his own. Go, and he will follow. Give yourself 
over to the Rebbe, to the Rebbe’s instructions, 
you be particular about Chabad customs, you 
watch your eyes, you go on mivtzaim even 
when it’s hard, you have guests even when 
they’re not easy, and the rest will follow.

DELIGHT AND JOY

Here are some suggestions to engender with-
in the children an attraction and pleasure in 
doing mitzvos and hiskashrus to the Rebbe.

What are acts of hiskashrus? Learning the 
Rebbe’s teachings, going to the Rebbe, con-
templating a picture of the Rebbe, following 
Chabad customs and observing the takanos.

In order to make these things something 
the child feels ownership of, they need to be-
come personal. The way to do this is known 
to advertisers who make us feel a connection 
to harmful junk food, Prili, Bissli, etc. (li in 
Hebrew meaning for me or mine). We’ve never 
seen a product called cucumberli or turnipli… 
So we’ll use the yetzer’s methods against him 
– a special pushka/coin-stash for a trip to the 
Rebbe. Although it will require some addition 
on the part of the parents, such as to match the 
amount in the pushka, but it’s like a Charidy 
matching funds campaign… that abundance 

from above comes after man’s effort, although 
incomparable to his efforts.

Stories of tzaddikim and Chassidim at 
bedtime, especially about the Rebbe, have a 
great impact on the soul, on the subconscious, 
and soothe the animal soul: “You can rely on 
Hashem and not be afraid because Hashem 
helps; you can do for Him without fear.”

A powerful idea that will make tangible 
the belief in Moshiach and work nicely with 
hanging up a picture of the Rebbe is a framed 
copy of the brachos said upon seeing Moshiach, 
may it be soon, and hanging it in a prominent 
spot. You can have your children decorate it 
and send them to the store to choose a frame 
that they like.

It’s very important to take children along 
when doing anything connected with Chabad 
customs, hora’os and takanos of the Rebbe like 
mivtzaim. Don’t force them; just invite them 
for a fun time with their mother or father and 
buy them a nosh and show them off proudly 
to other people.

As for learning, there are a number of ways 
to convey this to the child. Incorporating les-
sons and Chassidic ideas from the Rebbe in 
ordinary conversation with children is very 
valuable. This is how children acquire “Chas-
sidishe eyes” with which to see reality. It’s the 
way to become Chassidim of the Rebbe, batel 
to the “head” that is the Rebbe, in his own in-
tellect. With all of that, we need to encourage 
children to actually learn with prizes etc. And 
another thing, take the children to farbrengens 
and kinusim that will definitely make a good 
impression on their souls. ■

Ariella Dashiff,  cont. from p. 47
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When the Poritz 
told a Pesach Story 

By Baila Brikman

Sarah* awoke with a start. Who was crying 
in the next room? She tiptoed to the door and 
peeked inside. 

The room was dark, with just a small 
candle flickering on the table. On a nearby 
chair, her husband Yankel* swayed back and 
forth over an open siddur. 

Why was he out of bed? It was 12:00 at 
night!

Sarah stood by the doorway quietly, 
listening to his tefillos. It sounded like he 
was mourning the destruction of the Beis 
HaMikdash!

Sarah went back into her bed, but she 
couldn’t fall asleep. They had just gotten 
married, and she was beginning to realize that 
something about her husband was different. 
Why did he do so many strange things? 

At dawn, Sarah saw Yankel leave the 
house with a towel slung over his shoulder. 

He must be going to the mikva, she realized 
worriedly. She got dressed and began to do 
some housework.

As she straightened up their beds, she 
noticed a small book hiding under her 
husband’s pillow. 

This was too much for her. She ran to her 
parents’ house and began to cry.

“Father, I don’t understand what is going 
on!” she sobbed. “I thought I married a fine 
young man, but it seems that he is hiding 
things from me! He has very strange customs, 
like getting up to daven in the middle of the 
night and going to the mikva each morning. 
And he is also hiding something under his 
pillow!”

Sarah’s father stood up angrily. “I will 
find out what is going on!” he declared. He 
marched over to Sarah’s home and grabbed 
the book from under the pillow. “What’s 
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Mador kids
this?!” he gasped. “It’s the sefer Toldos Yaakov 
Yosef, written by a talmid of the Baal Shem 
Tov!” 

“Do you know how terrible the talmidim 
of the Baal Shem Tov are?” her father fumed 
to Sarah. “They call themselves Chassidim, 
and they act in strange ways! Who knows 
what they will do next? We have to stay far 
away from them!”

Sarah stared at her father in shock. His 
face was turning purple with anger! “How 
dare he learn this book?” He yelled. “My own 
son-in-law is a Chassid? I’ll set him straight!”

He ran over to the young man and 
screamed and screamed. But no matter how 
much he tried to convince him that Chassidus 
was terrible, he wasn’t convinced. 

“My dear father-in-law,” Yankel said 
respectfully, “I know that all the Yidden in 
this town think that Chassidus is bad. They 
believe the terrible stories they hear about 

Chassidim, but I can tell you that those stories 
aren’t true! I have learned Chassidus, so I 
know that its ways are true. It’s the best way 
to serve Hashem!” 

Sarah’s father realized that all his screaming 
hadn’t helped. Yankel still believed that 
Chassidus was good! He decided to speak to 
him in a more gentle way. He spoke calmly 
to his son-in-law, describing how Chassidus 
was bad. 

Yankel still wasn’t convinced.

“That’s it!” Sarah’s father banged on 
the table. “I demand that you divorce 
my daughter! She cannot be married to a 
Chassid!” 

Yankel blinked. “I am devoted to the ways 
of Chassidus and the holy Bal Shem Tov,” he 
said firmly, “and I will be a good husband to 
your daughter. I will not divorce her.”

Sarah’s father stormed out of the room. He 
slammed the door behind him and stomped on 
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the ground. How could he save his daughter 

from being married to a Chassid? It was an 

embarrassment to his family! 

He went to his friends and asked for their 

advice. “My son-in-law is a Chassid,” he said, 

almost spitting in disgust. “What should I 

do?” 

His friends were horrified to hear the news. 

“Force him to divorce your daughter!” one 

yelled.

“No, don’t do that!” cried another. “That 

will cause halachic problems!”

“Offer him tons of money to divorce her,” 

another advised.

It was the talk of the town. All the Yidden 

were arguing between themselves. What was 

the best way to get rid of Yankel? There was 

so much commotion, it reached the ears of 

the local Poritz! 

“Go find out why these Jews are arguing all 
day,” he barked to his servants. “I’m losing 
patience with them!” 

The servants went into town and snooped 
around until they found out what happened. 
“It seems that someone’s son-in-law is reading 
a certain book, sir,” they told the Poritz. “The 
whole town is very upset about it!”

“That’s strange,” he muttered. “Why would 
they get so upset about someone reading a 
book? Is it against their Torah?”

“The Rabbi who wrote it was a student of 
the Baal Shem Tov,” the servants explained. 
“The Jews in our town don’t like the Chassidim, 
so they are very upset that this young man 
is learning his teachings.”

“So, who is this Rabbi who wrote the 
book?” the Poritz demanded. 

“It was written by Rabbi Yaakov Yosef 
Hakohen, sir. He was a famous Rabbi who 
lived in the town of Polonnoye.”
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The Poritz gasped. “I know that man! I 
actually met him! Go bring me the book at 
once!” 

His servants rushed to get the book and 
brought it to the Poritz. Right there, on the 
front cover, was the name of the author: 
Rabbi Yaakov Yosef Hakohen. 

The Poritz stared at the cover for a long 
time deep in thought and then looked up. 
“Bring those Jews to me,” he finally said. “I 
will put an end to all of their fighting.”

***

Nervously, the Yidden of the town entered 
the Poritz’s palace. What did he want from 
them? 

He greeted them roughly and sat in his 
big, comfy chair. “The time has now come 
for me to tell you all a story,” he announced. 
“Listen carefully:

“Many years ago, I had a top position 
in the army. One winter, my soldiers were 
camped near the town of Polonnoye. The 
general ordered that we should move to a 
new location, so I gathered all of my soldiers 
together. When I counted them, I noticed 
that three soldiers were missing! Where could 
they be? I ordered a few soldiers to go and 
find them. 

“After a while, they came back and told 
me a ridiculous story: The three soldiers were 
frozen in place inside of a rabbi’s house! They 
couldn’t walk or talk! 

“Of course, I didn’t believe their strange 
story. I sent more men to look for the missing 
soldiers, but they all came back and told me 
the same thing.

“I decided to go into town and see what 
was happening for myself. As soon as I 
entered the Rabbi’s house and saw him sitting 
at the table, I started to tremble. He looked 
like an angel from heaven! Sure enough, the 

missing soldiers were standing right there, 
frozen in place. It looked like they were nailed 
to the floor!

“I finally gathered the courage to speak. 
‘Holy rabbi,’ I stammered, ‘my soldiers need to 
leave your house so they can join the rest of 
our group. Can you please help them leave?’

“The old rabbi looked at me with his 
piercing eyes. ‘They have stolen things from 
my home. If you remove the stolen objects 
from their pockets, they will be able to leave.’

“I was so embarrassed to hear that my 
soldiers were thieves! Sure enough, their 
pockets were stuffed with silver objects. As 
soon as we emptied their pockets, two of the 
soldiers became unstuck and were able to 
move. But one was still frozen in place! We 
checked inside his boots and found a silver 
cup. We took it out, and he was finally freed.”

***

All this had taken place on Leil Shimurim, 
the night of the Pesach Seder! When the Seder 
was over, Rabbi Yaakov Yosef had stayed by 
the table while the rest of his family went to 
bed. He sat and thought about the greatness 
of Hashem and deep secrets in Torah. 

Meanwhile, those three soldiers had passed 
by the house and peeked inside the windows. 
They saw an old man sitting by a table full 
of sparkling silver dishes and cups. To their 
delight, it looked like the man was sleeping.

They decided to go in and steal everything! 
When they tried the door, they couldn’t 
believe their luck: it was open! After all, it 
was Leil Shimurim. We don’t lock our doors 
on that night, because Hashem gives us extra 
protection.

Greedily, they gobbled up the leftover 
matza and stuffed their pockets with treasures. 
But when they wanted to leave, their feet 
wouldn’t budge.They couldn’t move, and they 
couldn’t speak. 
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***

The Poritz continued his story:

“When I saw those soldiers frozen in place 
next to a holy rabbi, I realized that he was 
a very special man. I asked him to bless me 
with children and long life, and he blessed 
me. Then, I asked him to tell me when I would 
pass away.

“He told me that the day of a person’s 
death is always kept a secret, but he would 
give me a hint. ‘Towards the end of your life, 
you will have a chance to speak about me to 
Jews who didn’t know me,’ he said.

“The rabbi’s blessings were fulfilled,” 
declared the Poritz. “I had children, and you 
can see that I lived a long life.”

He looked around at the audience in front 
of him. “Now tell me,” he said softly, “do any 
of you still want to say bad things about this 
rabbi and the book that he wrote? Do any of 
you still believe that it is wrong to learn the 
teachings of such a holy man? I order you 

to make peace between yourselves at once! 
He was a very holy man. Anyone who thinks 
otherwise does not know the truth.”

All the Yidden in the room bowed their 
heads in shame. Had they known what a 
great tzaddik Reb Yaakov Yosef Hakohen was, 
they would have never started up with Yankel! 
Why, they might have even learned the sefer 
themselves! Of course, they all agreed to make 
peace. 

“I have told you all about the holy rabbi’s 
greatness, just as he said I would,” the Poritz 
concluded with a sad smile. “That means that 
I will pass away soon…”

Sure enough, just a few months later, the 
elderly Poritz passed away.

From that day on, no one ever bothered 
Yankel again. The Yidden of the town 
respected his ways and were much more 
friendly towards Chassidim.

*Not their real names
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Mommy! 
Did you get any bread?

No, Hilen’ke. The bread ran out 
before my turn in line…

This is how it 
is for all of the 

Lubavitchers who 
came here…

I must find a source of 
income so I will be able to 

pay the high price of bread 
on the black market!

Aha! I have an idea. I’ll 
travel to the Uzbeks in 
the surrounding villages 

and offer to enlarge 
their small pictures. This 
service isn’t available to 

them locally…

Hello dear sir and madam! 
What wonderful children 

you have! Wouldn’t you want 
large pictures of them on 

your walls? And what about 
pictures of your parents?...

Boruch Hashem, this is going 
pretty well. The children 

won’t have to 
starve anymore…

Avremel's Russian Adventures
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Lawyer and Prosecutor, 
Zivel Chamamov

Sounds like 
a rich Uzbek… 

He’ll surely 
want to  

enlarge some 
pictures.

Enlarging pictures, 
you say… Can I see 
your receipts and 

official permits for this 
prominent business  

of yours? Ah???

What mazal… I shouldn’t have 
started with him. He just

wants to make 
trouble for me!

No problem,  
I’m leaving!

Leaving?!  
You’re not going 

anywhere! The police 
are coming to  

arrest you!

This man is working illegally, 
and even worse… he’s collecting 
photos of citizens as a spy for 

the enemy!

That’s a 
complete lie!

We deal severely with any  
suspicion of spying. Officers,  

take him to prison!

I didn’t do 
anything wrong…

Just wait.  
I’ll present an entire 

file against you  
in court!

14. Recap: Miraculously, the Zaltzman’s make it to Samarkand safely. But they are fac-
ing severe hunger.

To be continued...
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